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SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUOY 

In 1959 the group 'Technological-physical applications involving the 

isochronous cyclotron' of the Physics Department of the Eindhoven University 

of Technology started, among ethers, with a study with the aims to inves

tigate the feasibilty of a computer controlled operation of the cyclotron 

and the beam guiding system, and to perform such an automatic control system. 

A large and reliable beam diagnostic system is required, in order to achieve 

a computer controlled operation of the cyclotron. With this diagnostic 

system, firstly a detailed knowledge of the relations between the beam 

properties measured and the cyclotron parameters involved was obtained. Then 

a closed loop computer controlled operation of the cyclotron was carried out. 

Tre beam diagnostic equipment has been described extensively by Schutte-73a. 

The study presented here is concerned with further developements of the 

diagnostic equipment, the design of the feed back loops, and the results 

obtained with the total systern. 

The following beam properties are controlled by the system: 

1) the HF-phase angle of the aocelerated particles with respect to the 

accelerating voltage at five different radii in the cyclotron; 

2) the extraction efficiency; 

3) the horizontal and vertical position of the particles in the beam 

guiding system. 

In chapter 1 a brief discussion is given on the feasibility of a computer 

controlled operation of a cyclotron. Data concerning our cyclotron, especially 

these involved with the automatic control, are reviewed. 

In chapter 2 the beam diagnostic equipment is discussed briefly a~d improve

ments are given. 

In chapter 3 hardware and software aspects of the CAMAC data handling system 

are reviewed1 more detailed information is given in the appendix. 

In chapter 4 the control schemes of t~e various control loops are given. 

The observed control performances of the various control loops are presented 

in chapter 5. 
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Finally, in chapter 6, the first rssults on HF-phase selection and single 

turn extraction using axial selecting slits in the central region of the 

cylotron are given. 



INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 The of a computer controiied cyciotron 

For many exper~msnts carried out with cyclotrons, it is important to have 

reproducible and constant beam properties, such as the energy of the 

particles, tbe emittance of t!le beam and the time structure cf the beam 

bursts, at the experiment stations. Therefore, the parameter settings of the 

cyclotron and the beam guiding system should be very reproducible. This can 

be partly achieved with highly stabilized power supplies. The reproducible 

and constant beam properties can also be achieved with less stabilized 

power supplies and a reliable computer controlled feed back system using 

measured beam properties itself. The decision between both alternatives 

depends on the uso which is made of the cyclotron beam. 

An accelerate~ particle in the cyclotron can be characterized in a six 

dimensional onase space with as cocrdinates the radial position r, the radial 

momentum Pr• the axial position z, the axial rriornentum pz' the energy E and 

the HF-phase angle with respect te the accelerating voltage *HF' When using 

in this phase space the full emittance cf the acoelerated beam, the parameter 

settings are less critical and the power supplies involved generally can be 

stabilized sufficiently. Nevertheless, a computer controlled operation of 

the cyclotron bas the following advantages: 

1) tuning of the oyclo:ror and the beam guiding systern can be perfcrmed 

muoh easier and taster, hence saving beam time; 

2) rnalfunction of any parameter can be detected immediately. 

If, in the contrary, only a small emittance area is selected, a computer 

controlled feed back system can be essential. This is especially case 

when an external bearn is required with specific energy, energy spread or 

HF-phase width. Then slits csed for t~e selection should be well imaged 

at each other (cf. chapter anc Hagedoorn-69]. 

A review of all computer control prc~ects at the varies cyclotron !abora

tories has been given by Schutte-73b. 
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1.2 The EUT ayaZott>on Zabora.tory 

The cyclotron of the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUTJ is the proto

type isochronous cyclotron, developed at the Philips Cyclotron Laborator1es 

at Geldrop, Netherlends (Verster-62e and Verster-63], The cyclotron has 

been presented to the University in 1966, and was dismantled and moved to 

the University in 1969, The first experiments date of spring 1970. 

In table 1.1 the principal data and properties of the EUT cyclotron are 

listed (see also Howerd-75), A lot of information concerning cyclotrons can 

be found in the conference proceedings of the International Cyclotron 

Conferences which are held tri-annually (ICC1 to ICC7J. 

In fig. 1.1 a oross-section is given of the cyclotron, showing the principe! 

parts. The maximum proton energy is 29.6 MeV. 

The ion source is af the Livingstone type. The filament current of the 

tungsten cathade is 160 to 200 A, the maximum are current is 1 A and the 

maximum are voltage is 500 V. The are voltage is stabilized and the filament 

current is used to stabilize the anti-cathode current, together yielding a 

beam current stability better than 1\. 

The meen magnetic induction hes a maximum value af 1._55 T. Ten pairs of 

eancentric correction coils cause the desired shape af the magnetic field 

as a function af radius. Three pairs of these eoils, 84, 86 and 810 are 

used as control parameters of the HF-phase contral loop (section 5.2). 

Three sets of harmonie coils, the inner harmonie coils A11, A12 and A13, the 

middle harmonie 'cails A21, A22 and A23, and the outer harmonie coils A31, 

A32 and A33, are located in the valeys. Each set af cails is interconnected 

in such a way that the current f lowing through coil Ai3 equals the sum of 

the currents flawing through coils Ai1 and Ai2, but flows in the opposite 

direction, This yields a zero averaged field and an adjustable first harmonie 

field pertubation. The inner and the outer harmonie eoils are used in the 

extraetion efficiency optimization loop (seetion 5,3). 

The accelerated particles are extracted by an electrostatic deflector. The 

maximum electric field strength is reached at 60 kV over 4 mm. The radius 

of the entrance af the extractor is 0.52 rn and the radius of the exit is 

0.56 m. The maximum extraction efficiency is B5%. After sxtraction, the 

particles leave the cyclotron via a magnetic channel, which facusses the 

beam horizontally and only slightly defocusses the bsam vertically. 
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Table 1.1 Main data and properties of the EUT cyclotron 

ion source Livingstone type 

Ifilament = 160 - 200 A; I = 1 A arc,max 
v 500 v 

180° bevelled dee 
arc,max 

103 
vdee,max 50 kV; stabilized 

fHF = 5 - 23 MHz; stabilized 1 o5 

main magnetic field pole diameter = 1 .30 m 

threefold symmetry - spiral ridge 

min. gap 150 mm, B 2.0 T max 
max. gap 300 mm, B min 

1. 2 T 

max. mean magn. induction <B > 1 .55 T 

10 pairs of concentric 

correction coils B. 
l 

3 pairs of harmonie 

coils Aij 

electrostatic extractor 

magnetic channel 

proton energy 

energy of other particles 

energy spread 

quality 

energy spread of analysed 

beam 

stabilized 1 

B 
max 24 mT 

B = 2. 5 mT max 

1 o5 
max 

: 0.5 

rextr = 0.534 m, <r> = 0,52 m 

Vextr,max = 60 kV over 4 mm 

max. extraction efficiency Emax 85 % 

length = 250 mm 

max. magnetic gradient 6 Tim 

E 1 .5 to 29.6 MeV 
p 

E Z2/A.E x p 

(6E/Elfwhm = 0.3 % 

qhor < 18 mmmrad 

qvert < 12 mmmrad 
for 20 MeV protons 

(6E/Elfwhm 

6xentrance 

0.07 % for slit widths 

1 .O mm, 6xexit = 1 .2 mm 
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injection system 
polarised proton 
source r 

0 10 20 30 cm 

Fig. 1.1 Horizontal cross-section of the EUT isochronous 

cyclotron. 

In fig. 1.2 the beam guiding system of the EUT cyclotron is drawn. The first 

part of the system, up to slit SB, is used to match the horizontal and 

vertical emittances of the cyclotron beam to the acceptance of the remain

ing part of the beam guiding system. The 90° bending system, extending from 

slit SB up to slit SC, can be set for a doubly achromatic or a dispersive 

transport (Sandvik-73 and Schutte-73a]. The last part of the beam guiding 

system is used to transport the beam to the experiment stations II, II!, IV. 



.._ _ 1111111 - - 1 

m 
M 
() 

s o s mm LL'il ex;.:;emnent staticn 

Fig. 1. 2 Beam 

Laboratory. The 

stations are: I. 

system of the EUT Cyalotron 

carried out at the 
- . (1231) • productî-on ; II. atomî-c 

physics tracer techniques; III. nuclear physics 

experiments (polarized proton beams); IV. X-ray 

f'luorescence tec.hniques. 
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Experiment station I, just behind the first 

isotope oroduction C123 IJ (Van de Bosch-76). 

bending magnet, is used for 

Experiment station II is used for atomie pnysics experiments. The beam is 

used, among others, to produce on a well defined time and at a well defined 

position, radio active tracers c20 Nal in a neon gas discharge, in order te 

study transport phenomena in disoharges (Baghuis-74, Coolen-76). 

Experiment station III is used for nuclear physics experiments. From 1975 

the polarized ion source (Van der Heide-721 of the nuclear physics group 

is in cperaticn and since then, many scattering experiments have been and 

are being carried out [e.g. Van Hall-75 and Melssen-75). 

Experiment station IV is used for X-ray fluorescence experiments. With this 

technicus smal: amounts of a variety of elements in a sample can be detected· 



2 BEAM OIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT 

In this ahapter the beam diagnostia equipment needed for the automatia 

aontroZ of the ayaZotron is briefZy disaussed. The diagnostia equipment 

is divided into five groups, aonaerning the HF-phase (2.2), the extraation 

effiaienay (2.J), the beam position, width and emittanae in the beam guiding 

system (2.4), the magnetia induation of the two 45° bending magnets (2.5) 

and the time struature of the externai ayatotron beam (2.8). 

2.1 Introduation 

The developement of the beam diagnostic equipment has been initiated in 

1969 by Schutte and many details are given in his thesis (Schutte-73a], 

In this chapter, apart from short reviews of the various systems, attention 

will be paid to new improvements. 

The HF-phase angle and intensity of the internal beam can be measured at 

j3 radii with capacitive pick-up probes (Feldmann-64 and -66]. The HF 

signals from the pick-up probes and a signal derived from the dee voltage 

are transformed down to LF signals óy using sampling techniques. The phase 

and amplitude of the probe signals are determined with LF correlators. 

A different method is described which directly correlates the HF probe 

signals with the dee voltage by using double-balanced mixers (section 2.2), 

For the optimization of the extraction efficiency small disturbances are 

applied to a number of parameter settings. These disturbances are generated 

periodically. A correlation technique is used to measure the responses of 

the external beam current on these disturbances (section 2.3]. 

Vibrating beam scanners are used in the external beam guiding system to 

measure the position, width and emittance of the beam horizontally and 

vertically (section 2.4). 

The magnetic induction of the two 45° bending magnets in the beam guiding 

system is measured and controlled intermittently by an NMR system, in order 

to ensure that the beam is banded properly (section 2.5), 

Finally, a time-of-flight set-up with scattered protons is used to measure 

the time structure of the external beam under several operating conditions 

of the cyclotron and the beam guiding system (section 2.6], 
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2.2 HF-phase angle measuring equipment 

The HF-phase angle and the intensity of the internal beam are measured at 

13 radii with capacitive pick-up probes (Schutte-73a and Van Vliet-73), 

The pick-up probes consist of copper plates of 450 mm2 , 8 mm above and 

below the median plane. Bath plates are mounted in a double shielded housing. 

The outer shielding is connected via spring contacts with copper plates 

on the pole tips. The inner shielding is grounded at the preamplifier 

(distance about 3 m]. The preamplifier adds the signals of the upper and 

the lower plates and sends the added signals to the control room (distance 

about 60 ml. 

In order to determine the HF-phase angle and the amplitude of the probe 

signals, they are correlated with two reference signals, having a phase 

difference of 90° and a frequency being an integer multiple of the accele

rating voltage n.fHF' The two DC signals obtained after correlation are 

proportional to A cos ~HF and A sin ~HF , where A is the amplitude and 
n , nth n , n n 

~HF,n is the phase of the n harmonie component in the probe signal. 

To suppress first harmonie disturbances from the dee voltage n should be 

unequal to 1. We use n=2, applying a frequency doubler type 10515A manufac

tured by Hewlett-Packard. 

The correlations can be carried out 1] after frequency transformation of 

bath the probe signals and the reference signal by using sampling techniques 

(Schutte-73a) or 2) directly with the HF probe signals by using double 

balanced mixers (Van Heusden-75a], A third method is given by Marchand-75 

which uses a frequency mixing technique. The methods 1) and 2) are dis

cussed below. 

The sampling method 

A simplified black diagram of the sampling method is given in fig. 2.1. 

This method has been described more in detail by Schutte-73a. Apart from the 

fact that the correlation is carried out with the second harmonie of the 

probe signals (n=2), the odd harmonie components in the probe signals are 

suppressed by using a special sampling technique (Marchand-74). In this 

technique the sampling system is forced to trigger alternately on the 

positive and negative zero crossings of the dee voltage. With this method 

the first harmonie contribution in the probe signal can be suppressed with 
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~----
Yde.._ __ _ 

sampling 
unit 

HF-sect ion LF-section 

Fig. 2.1 Btoak sahema of the HF-phase measuring system 

using sampling teahniques. The HF-probe signats (left) 

and the dee voltage (after frequenay doubling), are 

transformed down, to LF-signals. CorreZation betlveen the 

probe signaZs (ahan. 1 to 5) and the referenae signaZ 

(Vdee' ahan. 6) yields tlvo output signals per probe, 

both proportinal to the amplitude A2 and the phase ~2 
of the HF-probe signat involved. 

A.isinstz 

A2 cost12 

Fig. 2.2 BZoak sahema of the HF-phase measuring system 

using double-balanaed mixers. 

more than 40 dB. Both probe signals and reference signal are transformed 

down from about 40 MHz (second harmonie component) to about kHz. 

The sampling system, manufactured by Tektronix, consists of 3 dual sampling 

units type 351 and one trigger unit type 3T2. all mounted in a 19" power 

rack type 129. 

To correct for phase shifts in the cables and in the HF low pass filters, 

a six channel variable LF delay line has been developed using 'bucket-



·~~· 
·~~l· 
~EE:=:l, 

0 10 20 30-t/min 

Fig. 2. 3 11 comparison between the HF-phase measu:r>ing 

methods. The p:r>obe signai and the :r>eference signaZ are 

simulated by a HF-oscillator and a cable deZay Zine. 

A: the method with the text); 

B: the meth.od Zine; 

C: the double balanced mixer method; the second part of 

the is enZarged "t'cJo times in vertical direction. 

brigade' :elay lines (Philips, type M30] [Reumers-75, Sangster-70). 
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The correlations are carried out with standard analogue multipliers and 

LF low pass filters (1=1 s). The output signal levels are between 200 mV 

and 2 V. 

The double-baZanced mixer method 

A diagram of this method is given in fig. 2.2. The odd harmonie 

components in tre probe signals are new suppressed by splitting the probe 

signals into two cables (with signal splitters from Mini-Circuits Latora

tories, type ZSC2l with a difference in length corresponding with 

first harmonie. Then the signa:s are added again 

splitters in the reverse way. The suppression of 

component obtained is better than dB. 

using the same signal 

first harmonie 
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Thsn the probe signal is fed to the RF-inputs of two double-balanced mixers 

(MCL, type ZA01], The reference signal is fed to the LO-input (Local 

oscillator) of both mixers via two cables with a diffsrence in length 

corresponding with 90° second harmonie. The IF-outputs (Intermediate fre

quency) of the mixers have a DC component which is proportional to the eosine 

of the phase difference between the two input signals. Therefore, the signals 

obtained after the two low pass filters are proportional to A2cos +HF, 2 
and A2sin +HF, 2 • The signal levels of the input signals are about -10dBm 

(~70 mV at 50 0), The maximum output signals of the mixers are 20 mV at 1 MO. 

ResuZts 

The performances of bath HF-phase measuring systems are compared in fig. 2.3. 

In this figure the HF-phase difference between two dummy signals, obtained 

with an HF-oscillator (40 MHz] and a cable delay line, are plotted vs time, 

The instability observed with the sampling method (fig. 2.3 A with, and 

fig. 2.3 B without the LF-delay linesl equals resp. o.s0 and 0.2° in the 

first harmonie component (20 MHz], 

In most cases an instability of 0.5° is sufficiently low and the LF-delay 

lines can be used advantageously for gauging the measured HF-phase angles 

(Schutte-73a and Van Vliet-73), Fig. 2.3 C shows the reduction of the 

instability down to 0.06° obtained by using the double-balanced mixers. 

2.3 Extraation effiaienay optimization equipment (pulse unitl 

For the maximum of the extraction efficiency, defined as the ratio between 

the external beam current Cmeasured at r=0.72 ml and the internal beam 

current (measured at r=0.40 mJ, the first derivatives of the external beam 

current with respect to the parameter settings involved, will be zero. 

In order to optimize the extraction efficiency, a device has been developed 

which measures these derivatives by applying small disturbances on the 

parameter settings Cpulse unit]. The responses of the external beam current 

dus to these disturbances should be smaller than the instability in the 

current dus to the ion source (less than 1%]. 

The pulse unit can be devided into two parts: 1] six pulse generators and 

2) six corrslators. A black schema is given in fig. 2,4, The pulse unit 

periodically generates six disturbing pulses, each fed to the power supply 



Fig. 2.4 Block. schema of the extraction efficiency 

Alt 
A12 
All 
432 
ee 
810 

optimization equipment. Pulse 

are generated by the pulse 

distu:rba:nces (a) 

and fed to the power 

supplies of the parameters involved. The responses in 

the extern.al beam current (b) are correlated with a 

correlation pulse (c), also generated by the pulse logic. 

The correlation products are proportional to the first 

derivatives The aorrelation is 

a rrrultiplying DAG (AD 7520) by an 

sample-hold and a normal low pass filter. 
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of one of the six parameters involved. T~e interval time between twc 

consecutive disturbing pulses (involving different parameters] may be 

discretely varied between 180 ms and 9CO ms. The duration of the disturbing 

pulses may be discretely varied tetween BC ms and 44C ms. T~e clack of the 

pulse unit is derived from the mains. 

The pulse logic described above has been built using DEC standard TTL logic 

aards. The oorrelators are made using so-oalled multiplying DAC's (Analogue 

Devices, type AD7520), and normal low pass filters. The reference input 

of the multiplying 's may be varied betwee'I plus a'!d minus 1 O V and can 

therefore be used as the analogue input for the measured external beam current. 
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The latter is measured on a target with a DC µV meter (Philips, type PM2434). 

A so-called second order correlation pulse (sae fig. 2.4, pulse cl is used 

to eliminate constant and slowly varying components of the external 

current, and is fed in binary format to the digital input of the multiplying 

DAC. The three different words needed to form the correlation 'Pulse (zero, 

+max. and -max. valuel are generated at the proper moments by the pulse 

logic described above. After multiplication of the (analogue} response 

signal and the (digital) correlation pulse, the product is fed to a low pass 

filter (fig. 2.4}. The output signal af the low pass filter is increased by 

a factor 8 when the filter is switched on only during the time the corre

lation pulse occurs. The duty factor of the disturbing pulse for the parametei 

involved, then becomes virtually 25% instead af about 3%. The time constants 

of the low pass filters are about 3 s, but dus to the real duty factor the 

effective time constants are about 20 s. 

The instability of the electronic equipment described above is shown in 

fig. 2.5. The external beam current is simulated with a constant current. 

The output voltage, measured aftar the low pass filter, is plotted vs time 

and should be zero. The instability observed is dus to the feed traugh af 

the carrelatian pulse (the ADC samples the output voltage asynchranously 

with respect to the correlatian pulse}.An output voltage af 10 mV corres

ponds with D.25% to 1% variatian af the extractian efficiency, depending an 

the amplitude af the disturbance af the parameter setting. The minimum 

external beam current required, depending on the instability of the ion 

source, is about 10 nA. 

<aI/i!A)/mV 

•! f .An ./\,. "A . • "- >A n • ,;:;. , ,,; ' • M,r, 
-10 _· v~ '". vv~· v : v • ou ~ 

0 10 20 30 - llmin 

Fig. 2.5 Obeerved instdbiZity of the aorreZation eystem. 

The externaZ beam aurrent is simuZated by a aonstant aurrent 

sourae (3Iex~aA11=0J. The instabiZity of about 10 mV 

aorresponde with a variation of the e~traation effiaienay 

of about 0.3%. 
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2.4 Beam saannePs 

The horizontal and vertical position and width of the externa~ beam can be 

measured at 13 locations in the beam guiding system, with the aid of 26 

vibrating pin-type beam scanners manufactured by Oanfysik (Schutte-73a). 

Different types of beam scanners are described by e.g. Vader-73, Daum-75, 

~aopel-75 and Dlivo-75. The emittance of the beam can be measured destruct

ively using movable slits (e.g. Bojowald-72, Zichy-751 or can be obtained 

from beam scanner data (e.g. Craddock-75], 

A cristal-controlled oscilla~or drives all scanners simultaneously (12 Hz). 

Improvements of the Danfysi~ beam scanners needed in this case are given 

by Klein-76. The scanners consist of a vibrating arm with a tungsten needle 

(0.75 mm diameter) perpendicular to the arm. The needle intercepts the bearr. 

twice per vibration period. The motion of the needle with respect to the 

vibration axis and the cyclotron bearn is shown in fig. .6. Frorn the figure 

it can be seen the beam width W equals: 

w "' 2 A sin 1T1: IT 
1 0 

and that the bearn position p is given by: 

p A sin ~1T(1 -T ]/T 
2 3 0 

(2, ': J 

(2.2] 

wher-e A is the amplitude of the vibraticn (25 mmL 1'
0 

is the vibration 

pericd (93 ms) and 1
1

, t
2 

and 1
3 

are defined in fig. 2.6. 

(A.) (B) 

Fig. 2.e A: Motion of the needle of a beam soanner with res-

peot to the (vibration) axis and the externai be01n. 

B: The 
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The signals from the needles are amplified and clipped at half the top value 

and fed to the control room via twisted data transmission cables. The times 

1 , 1 and 1 are digitized by the TDC's described in the appendix. 
1 2 3 

The minimum beam current required is about 5 nA and the accuracy of the 

measured beam position and width is about 0.2 mm for beam current larger 

than 50 nfl" 

Apart from the automatic control of the position of the external beam, the 

beam scanners are also used as a diagnostic tool for the beam transport to 

the experiment stations. The beam guiding system consists of a large number 

of quadrupole lenses, bending magnets and drift lengths. The quadrupele 

lenses are set according to calculated values. However, small errors in the 

real lens strengths and in the real drift lengths between the different 

elements in the beam guiding system, can accumulate into undesirable 

deviations from the calculated transport behaviour. These deviations can be 

kept only within acceptable limits for small subsections of the beam guiding 

system. Therefore, the emittance at the entrance of each subsection is 

measured, using the beam scanners, and are on-line compared with the 

calculated acceptance of the next subsection. If needed, the emittances 

are corrected. 

A general treatment of the theory of the transport of charged particles 

is given by e.g. Banford-66. 

2.4.2 caiauZation of the aaaeptanae 

Consider a two-dimensional phase space S, with as coordinates the displace

ment x, and the divergence x', bath with respect to the optica! axis. 

In this phase space, a boundary at the location t, in the beam guiding 
j 

systern, e.g. a slit or a quadrupole lens aperture, is represented by two 

parallel lines, perpendicular to the x-axis (x.= ±bj' with b. equal to half 
J J 

the aperture). The acceptance of the beam guiding system frorn the initial 

location zi up to the final location can be represented in the phase 

space Si by the enclosure of all backwards transformed boundaries at the 

locations Zj (j=i,1+1, •• ,,f}, We will describe here a relatively simple 

rnethod to calculated the corners of the acceptance figure. 

Let us take in a vector with an angle ani with respect to the x-axis 



x'knrad 

x/mm 

O,.,f-;;°J 
\ 

\ 

\~ 
-? 
J,· 

x'/mroo 

6nj 

2.7 The initia& vector ~i(R, in the space 

(left) is transformed after some drift 

ouadruvole lenses into the vector r . 
~ ._ -nJ 
phase space s.., (right). The vector 

u 
a . b ./R .cosG . will just reach 

nJ JnJ nJ 
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x/mm 

and with arbitrary length R [see fig. 2.7]. After sorne elements like drift 

lengths, bending magnets and quadrupole lenses, this vector wil be 

transformed in to the vector ~nj (Rnj, e nj J. If the ini tial vector _s 

multiplied with1 

a . 
nJ 

b .IR . cos enJ· 
J nJ 

the vector a .r . wi:l just reacn the boundary bj at location ZJ .• The 
nJ-rcJ 

( .3) 

smallest of all ratios anj for j~i,1+1,,,,,f, can be determined and is called 

[min)' All rays wit~ t~e initial ooordinates: 

(2 .4) 

will be aooepted by the beam guiding system frorn locatior 

A good approximation of the total acceptance figure represerted in s
1 

oar 

be calculated by repeating the procedure described, for values of Bni between 

Oc and 180° with interval steps of [see fig •• 8), If the coordinates 

of point n does not lie on line determined the previous po~rts n-1 
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x'/mrad 

Fig. 2.8 The aaaeptanae at the entranae phase spaae of 

a suhseation of the beam guiding system, determined using 

the method desaribed in seation 2.4.2. 

and n-2, the coordinates of point n-1 are memorized as a corner, and are 

also given on a display together with the totally enclosed area and the 

acceptance figure itself. 

2.4.3 Determination of the emittanae 

The measured bearn width 2Wj at locatian ij can be considered as a boundary 

at location ij (xj= ±wj), If this boundary is taken into account when 

deterrnining the acceptance of a subsectian af the beam guiding systern between 

li and Zf' it will cut out apart of the acceptance area (see fig. 2.91. 

The emittance af the bearn at i. will be inside this smaller area. 
1 

The approximatian of the emittance will be improved if the bearn width is 

measured at more lacations, It is also passible to measure the width for 

different settings af the quadrupele lenses between ii and Zf. In this case 

the factor an(min) is determined for the different settings. Generally, two 
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2. 9 The measured beam LJidth 2w j at location 

l 0 , considered as a boundary at Z0, cuts out a 

p~rt of the acceptance a.rea ( dash~d Unes). The 

emittance of the beam at will be inside this 

smaller area. 

2.10 In this example the measured emittance 

at (dashed lines) does no; the acceptance 

of the next section ( so Ud l.ines). The vector>s 

!:_(1, 90°) at the focations of tûJo Zenses in the 

section are transformed into and r 
-n 

As can be seen in the picture, the emittance is 

'rotated' into the desired orientation (dashed-

do tted l.ines) the quadrupo le lens n ( E.,
1
). 
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measuring locations per subsection and three different settings of a well 

chosen quadrupole lens are sufficiently to detsrmine the emittance area 

with an accuracy of 5%. 

The beam widths are measured within a few seconds and the emittance as well 

as the acceptance are calculated within half a minute each. The procedure 

to measure and to calculate the emittance and the acceptance is repeated 

for each subsection. A subsection may consist of one or two bending magnets 

and one or more quadrupole lenses, and may extend over about 10 m. 

2. 4. 4 Adjustment of quadrupo le settings 

When the emittance at the entrance of a subsection of the beam guiding 

system does not fit the acceptance of that section, it is convenient to 

correct the emittance. Then the accumulated error is corrected where the 

error occurs. An exception is made for the first subsection, where the 

acceptance has to fit the emittance at the cyclotron exit. 

In order to determine which quadrupele lenses have to be altered to obtain 

the desired shape of the emittance, the following procedure is carried out. 

The influence of a quadrupole lens at location lm, can be characterized 
0 by a vector !in in the x'-direction (!in (1,90 )). The vectors :!:in of all 

lenses in the previous subsection are transformed to the Si phase space at 

the entrance of the next section (fig. 2.10). With the aid of the vectors 

!in the emittance has to be recast into the desired shape. The proper linear 

combination of the vectors :!:in (i.e. the lens strengths of the quadrupele 

lensesl can easily be determined. 

It is convenient to change the ernittance area in the horizontal and in the 

vertical plane independently. As an approximation we change the total 

horizontal and vertical lens strengths (FH and FVl of a quadrupele doublet 

independently. The total lens strength is a function of the individual 

settings of the two lenses Cs1 and and the distance (dl in between: 

FH = FHCs 1,s2,dJ and FV = FVCs1,s2,dJ, For small variations we can linearize: 

(2.5) 

or 6F A 6s. The corrections of the quadrupele settings follow from 
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ós = t:iF. Ths matrix A is deterrnined each time a nevJ correct ion is 

calculated. 

NMR 

The two bending rnagnets MB4 and MC1 (fig. 1.2] are used to bend the 

extsrnal bsarn over , ei ther 

mode (Sandvik-73). Especially 

doubly achrornatic or in a dispersive 

dispersive mode of operaticn the 

rnagnetio induction of both magnets well known and stable. 

The magnetic induotion is measured and oontrolled using NMR equipment, 

rr,anufectured by AEG. The measurements and control actions are carried 

out intermittently between the twc magnets, thus only one NMR unit is 

needed (Halders-75) ., Two MMR probes are installed in an air-loek in each 

rnagnet and cover magnetio i1duotions from 0. T to T. Two oscillators, 

situated near each magnet, are coupled alternately co the MMR unit in the 

oontrol room. Eaoh magnet is oontrolled during 4 s, while the current 

through the ooils of the ether magnet is fixed via a hold circuit. 

The stability and reproducibility of 

is better than 10 
5 

magnetic induction in both rnagnets 

power r1-----1'~ontro ot 
supply" 1 i.nit 

mod 

,..,r::e:::q77ue:::, nc=y-...'-- manual 
set tm auto mat ic 

power 
suppl 

e sens, 
rtttilier 

2.11 intermittent NMR control 
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2.6 Time-of-fZight equipment 

A standerd time-of-f light (TOF) technique is used to measure the time 

structure of the external cyclotron beam (Rethmeier-68, Johnson-69, Van 

Hall-74 and Schweikert-74). The TOF equipment is especially used for 

studies concerning HF-phase selection and single turn extraction (cf. 

chapter 6}. 

A black diagram of the TOF èquipment is given in fig. 2.12. The external 

beam is scattered on a carbon target, located just behind the exit slit se 
of the 90° bending systern. The scattered protons are detected with a solid 

state detector. The signals from the detector are fed to a Time Pick-off 

unit (ORTEC, TPO type 260). The TPO generates a fast NIM timing pulse 

(-600 mV at 500, 7 ns widthl when the detector signal crosses a threshold. 

The threshold is set by a Time Pick-off Control unit (ORTEC, TPC type 403). 

The timing pulses should be reshaped by a fast discriminator (EG&G, type 

T 105/N}, owing to the attenuation in the cable between the TPO near the 

detector and the other electronic equipment in the control room (cable 

length about 50 m). After the fast discriminator the timing pulses are fed 

to the start input of a Time to Amplitude Coverter (ORTEC, TAC type 437]. 

The stop pulses for the TAC are derived from the des voltage, via the 

second input of the fast discriminator. Then one timing pulse per acceler

ation period is obtained. In order to be able to measure the time structure 

of the external beam over n bursts, only one timing pulse per n acceler

ation periods is required. Therefore, the stop pulses are used to trigger 

a pulse generator (Tektronix, type PG501) with a variable output pulse 

·duration, which cannot be retriggered. Just after the end of this variable 

pulse, the generator is triggered again by the first following trigger 

pulse. Thus, the negative going edge of the variable pulse, which is 

directly related to the trigger pulse, is used as stop pulse for the TAC, 

yielding the required pulse rate division. The stop pulses are also used 

to trigger a pulse generator for the axial deflection system as described 

in chapter 6. 

The total time jitter, excluding the uncertainty due to the leading edge 

of the detector signa!, equals less than 75 ps. The estimated accuracy 

including the detector signal equals 1 ns. 



Fig. 2.12 Bfock schema of the Time FZight 

equipment. With a Time Pic:k Off unit (~"PO) a timing 

pulse is obtained each time a scattered proton is 

detected and the detector crosses a threshold 

set a Time Pick Off ControZ unit (TPCJ. This 

ti>riing is used to start (via a discriminator) 

a Time to Converter (TAC). A second 

timing is derived from the dee with 

the second of the fast discriminatoT'. This 

(a) is used to tPigger a pulse generator with 

a variabZe pulse duration (b), which cannot be 

du:'f"':ng this period. The negative 

output puZse of the generator is 

used to stop the TAC. The pulse heights of the TAC 

are digitized with a F'1Alse Analyse'!' (PHA). 

The stop pu"lse is also used to trigger a 

generator which drives the vertical deflection 

With this set-up the time distribution of 1 up to 28 

beam bursts can be measured. 
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3 DATA HANDLING SYSTEM 

In this chapter the data handling system is described whiah is used f or 

the automatic aontrol of the ayolotron as welZ as for on-Zine 

e:x:periments. Firstly, the hardJ»are aspeats of the CAMAC data handZing 

system are disoussed and seoondly the software aspeots are treated. 

A review is given of the various tasks to be performed. 

3.1 Hardware aspects 

3 .1 .1 Introduation 

The CAMAC modular data handling system is used to process the analogue and 

digital input data for the control loops and to perform the corrections of 

the parameter settings. A PDP-9 computer, manufactured by Digital Equipment 

Corporation, is used. It is equiped with 24 K core memory, 5 DECTAPE units, 

a CALCOMP incremental plotter, a Tektronix 611 storage display and a 

DECWRITER. A black diagram of the total control system is given in fig. 3.1. 

The control system can be divided into four groups: 

1) cyclotron and beam guiding system; 

2] beam diagnostic equipment; 

3) CAMAC data handling system; 

4) PDP-9 computer. 

The input data from the diagnostic equipment can be divided into five groups: 

1) HF-phase angle and intensity at five radii (10 analogue DC signalsJ; 

2) beam position and HF-phase angle and intensity after extraction (2 

analogue OC signalsli 

3) state of the extraction process (6 analogue DC signals); 

41 beam position and width in the beam guiding system (26 digital signalsl1 

5) alarm conditions (maximum 24 logic levels), 

The outputs of the system can be divided into two groups: 

1) 30 stepping motors, each coupled toa ten turns potentiometer, control 

the parameter settings; 

2) a COMPUTEK 300 alphanumeric-graphic display and keyboard is used to 

com.municate with the control system. 

The tasks to be performed by the computer can be divided into four groups: 



Fig. 3.1 Survey of the totat controi system of 

cyclotron. 

1] determination of the relations between parameter settings and beam 

proporties; these measurements can be carrieci out in 

and are graphically shown on the COMPUTEK; 

2) perforrring the control actions (cf. chapter 5); 

few :ninutes 

3) oalculating the emittances and acceptances (cf. section .4]; 
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4) perforrrirg othsr measLrings tasks, e,g, concerning 

of the external beam cc~. chapter ). 

time structure 

The CA~AC data handling systen consists o~ two crates, ene for the automatic 

control of the cyclotron anc one for on-:ine experiments with the cyclotron, 

e.g. tracer technicues in gas disoharges and X-ray techniques. 

The coupling between the OPD-S and corsists of two parts: 

a branoh driver and a CAMAC-interface. At this project star:ed, 

the coupling was net commercially available. Therefore the branch driver and 

the CAMAC-interface has been developeci 

In secticn 3.1.2 the general 

briefly mentioned. The interface 

discussed ir secticn .1 .. 

our laboratory. 

features the CAMAC system are 

the CAMAC system and the PDP-9 is 
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3 .1 • 2 CAMAC aonaept and definitions 

The CAMAC data handling system has been developed by the ESONE committee 

of EURATOM and has been defined in three reports (EUR4100, EUR4600 and 

EUR5100l. To-day CAMAC is widely adopted as a standard bi-directional 

int erf ace between experiments and digital computers. 

The basic element in the CAMAC system is the crate, a 19" rack with mandatory 

wiring, which is called the dataway. Data processing modules, the normal 

stations, can be inserted in the crate at the slots N=1 to N=23. These 

normal stations perform the actual link between the experiments and the 

CAMAC system, i.e. the dataway. Apart from the supply voltages, the dataway 

contains the following lines [cf. fig. 3.2): 

24 read lines (R1 to R24] for data transports to the computeri 

24 write lines (W1 to W24] for data transports to the normal stations; 

23 normal station address lines CN1 to N23] to activate a normal station; 

23 look-At-Me lines (L1 to L23) to generate an interrupt to the computer; 

4 sub-address lines (A1 to A8J to address 16 locations in a normal station; 

5 function lines (F1 to F16l to determine the specific action in a normal 

station; 

2 timing lines (S1 and S2); 

3 common control lines (Z, I and Cl to initialize, to inhibit and to clear 

all normal stations in the crate. 

The data transports in a crate are controlled by a crate controller, inserted 

in the crate at the slots N=24 and N=25. A crate can be connected individually 

with a computer, via a parallel branch highway or via a serial highway. 

Up to 7 crates can be connected to the branch highway and up to 62 crates 

to the serial highway. The data transports on the branch highway are 

controlled by a branch driver and on the serial highway by a serial driver. 

A schematic view of the EUT CAMAC system is given in fig. 3.3. Crate 1 is 

used for the automatic control of the cyclotron. Crate 2 is used for the 

on-line experiments with the cyclotron. Control actions and on-line experi

ments can be carried out simultaneously. 
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3.1.3 CAMAC-interfaae and branah driver 

The coupling between the PDP-9 and the CAMAC system consists of two separate 

parts: the CAMAC-interface near the PDP-9 and the branch driver near the 

first crate. A black diagram of the two parts is given in fig. 3.4. To 

clarify the data flows between the POP-9 and the CAMAC system, a crate 

controller and an Input/Output normal station are also shown in the figure. 

Below we will explain the data transfers from the ID-bus of the PDP-9 to 

the CAMAC system and visa versa. A glossary of terms used, is given in the 

appendix. 

The data flows are controlled by so-called IDT instructions. The general 

format of these instructions is given in fig. 3.5. An IOT instruction 

consists of an operation code (70=IOTJ, device address (52 for CAMAC], two 

sub-address bits and four function bits. An IOT instruction always takes 

4 machine cycles of 1 µs duration. In each of first three cycles an IOP 

timing pulse can be generated (IOP1, IOP2 and IDP4], determined by the 

function bits. With the sub-address and function bits 12 different timing 

pulses can be generated under software control. 

The direction of the data flow on the CAMAC highway (CRW-lines] is determ

ined by the read/write flip flop [RWFFJ. The IDT instruction SRFF (IOT52421 

sets the RWFF in the read state and SWFF (IOT5244) sets the RWFF in the 

write state. 

The IOT5202 pulse is used to put data from the input buffer of the CAMAC 

interface onto the ID-bus of the PDP-9 (read operationl. 

The IOT5204 pulse is used to strobe data from the ID-bus into the output 

buffer of the CAMAC interface (write operation}. 

Both IOT5202 and IOT5204 cause a CAMAC timing strobe (CTAJ which starts 

a branch operation. The action performed in a branch operation is determined 

by the contents of the CNAF-register in the branch driver: C=crate [bits 1:3) 

N=normal station (bits 4:8], A=sub-address (bits 9:12) and F=function code 

(bits 13:17). The function codes are listed in EUR4100. The CNAF-register 

is loaded with the data on the ID-bus with the CTA strobe, if the address 

transfer flip flop (ATFF) has been set. The ATFF is set with the IOT 

instruction SATFF CIOT5245 = SAFF + SWFFJ. The ATFF is reset by the· timing 

logic when the CNAF-register has been loaded. 
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3. 4 Black of the CAMAC-PDP-9 coupling. 

The IO-bus of the PDP-9 corrputer (right) is connected via a 1CAMAC-interface 1 

and a branch driver to the standard branch To show the main data 

flow (jat Unes) bet"ween an experiment (left) and the PDP-9, a'lso an 

Input-Output normal station and a crate contro'ller are schematicaZZy drawn. N 
(1) 
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operation code device address 

IOP1 

JOP2 

IOP4 

clear AC 

x x x x x 

sul>-<':ldX 

Fig. 3.5 Input-Output Tt>anefer (IOT) instruation 

format of the PDP-9. 

The IOT5201 pulse is used to test the program interrupt flag (PIFLGJ of the 

CAMAC-interface. The PIFLG is set via the CAMAC demand line (COJ by a branch 

demand (BO). A branch demand is generated as soon as soms normal station in 

one of the crates-generates a Look-At-Me (LAM]. When the interrupt is 

recognized by the PDP-9, the LAM pattern of each crate is read. A bit in 

the LAM pattern represents the state of the LAM flip flop of a normal station. 

Thus, by this LAM pattern the proper action to be taken is determined. 

The generation of a program interrupt by a branch demand (BO} can be enabled 

(ENBD = IOT5261l or disabled (DISBD = IOT5262J. Further, the generation of 

a branch demand can be enabled or disabled per crate and per normal station 

using the proper CNAF-codes. 

As an exemple, the sequence of machine language instructions needed for a 

typical write operation is given in table 3-,1 and a timing diagram is 

given in fig. 3.6. 

Prior to each CAMAC operation the branch demand is disabled (DISBDJ to 

prevent unwanted interrupts. The second instruction CSATFFJ first resets 

the read/write flip flop (=write state! via SWFF and then sets the address 

transfer flip flop via SAFF. The proper CNAF-code is fetched at the memory 

location 'CNAF' by the instruction LAC CNAF and is loaded into the CNAF

register of the branch driver by the instruction IOT5204. In the same way 

data are fetched and send to the branch driver by the instructions LAC MEMi 

and IOT5204. The IOT5204 always causes a CTA timing pulse. The CTA pulse 
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3.6 diagram of an output (write) block transfer 

af. the machine language instructions listed in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Instruction sequence of a write 

DISBJ /disable branch demand 4 

SATFF /set write direction and address transfer flip flep 5 

LAC CNAF /laad accumulator with CNAF-code 10 

IOT5204 /write ONAF-code to ONAF-register ~4 

LAC MEM
1 

/lead accumulator with datum
1 16 

IOT52C4 /write 20 

LAC /load accumulator with 22 

IOT52J4 /write 26 

~NBD /enable branch demand 

µs 
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starts a branch operation, except when an address transfer is executed. 

The start of a branch operation is characterized by a high-low transition 

of the STA timing signal. When this transition is recognized by the 

addressed crate controller, it generates (after about 400 nsl an S1 timing 

strobe pulse. The S1 pulse strobes the data on the write lines of the dataway 

(datum
1

J into the output register of the addressed normal station. There

after the crate controller replies with a low-high transition on its BTB 

timing line. The branch driver then removes the BTA signa!, due to which 

the crate controller generates an S2 strobe pulse and removes its BTB 

signal, thus finishing the dataway operation. The branch operation is 

finished as soon as the high-low transition of the BTB signal is recognized. 

After the last datum has been transferred, the branch demand is enabled 

again by the instruction ENBD. 

3.2 Sof"tlVare aspeats 

3.2.1 Introduation 

As stated in section 3.1 data concerning beam properties and parameter 

corrections are handled via the CAMAC system. The CAMAC hardware becomes 

even more advantageous when also a general and computer independent language 

is used. The Software Werking Group of the ESONE committee started soms 

years ago to define such a language. This resulted in two proposals: the 

Intermediate Language IML (SWG-72al, which was a low level language and which 

could be used as the object code for the second language, sometimes referred 

to as CPL-1 (CAMAC programming language-1), which was a high level language 

(SWG-72b). With IML the CAMAC IO-functions can be used in an easy and 

standardized way. Because IML only contains ID related statements, these 

statements should be embedded in an arbitrary host language. The machine 

language of the PDP-9 (MACR0-9) acts in our case as the host language. 

The first preliminary definitions of IML (SWG-72a) were used in our laborator~ 

to write an IML translator. This translator converted the IML statements 

into MACR0-9 statements during the editing phase of a program, thus avoiding 

an extra compilation phase (Backer-73]. 

In 1975 the final definitions of IML carne available (IML01). These definitions 

were essentially different from the preliminary anes. Therefore, a new IML 
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translator has been written, using the macro definition facility cf. the 

IML-M1 syntax given in the appendix of IMLJ1. 

The various tasks of the control loops of the cyclotron and the on-line 

experiments are nandled by an operating system called %SYS. The statements 

concerning the operating system are also defined in the macro definition 

file. 

The programs concerning the control loops are written in MACR0-9 and IML. 

The subroutine which calc:.ilates the emittance and acoeptance of the beam 

(cf. section 2.4) is written in FORTRAN IV. 

2.2 Operating system %SYS 

The PDP-9 does not have a real-time multi-task operating system. Therefore 

a simple multi-task operating system, called %SYS, has been written. 

The following tasks are handled by the operating system: 

1) control of the HF-phases at five radii; 

2) optimization of the extraction efficiency; 

3) adjustment of the external beam position1 

4) supervision of alarm conditions; 

51 deooding of terminal commands given by the oyclotron operator; 

6) data handling and ccntrol of on-line sxperiments carried out with the 

cyclotron. 

Each of these ~asks requires specific turn-around times (time interval 

between two services cf the same task]. The turn-around time is determined 

by delay routine using the real-time olook of the PDP-9, or by the LAM 

interrupts generated by the ~easuring devices. 

2.3 Task queue mechanism of %SYS 

In the operating system %SYS tnere are two types of task queues: 11 parallel 

task queues and ) seria! task q:.ieues. 

ParaUû task queues 

There are three parallel task queues with di~ferent software priority: 

1) Interrupt queue IQ; the IQ only queues and enqueues interrupt requests 

and interrupt service routines; 
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2) High priority queue HQ; the HQ is used for high software priority tasks; 

3) Low priority queue LQ; the LQ is used for low priority tasks. 

For task handling the following statements are available: ENTER, QUIT and 

AWAIT (defined in the macro definition file), For example ENTER TASK1,HQ 

means that the task TASK1 will be entered in the high priority queue HQ. 

Each task is allowed to enter one or more tasks in the HQ or in the LQ. Only 

interrupt service routines are allowed to enter tasks in the interrupt 

queue IQ and are not aUowed to enter tasks in the HQ or LQ, 

When a task is finished, the statement QUIT is used. Then the control is 

passed to the queue system, which starts the next task, if any. 

The statement AWAIT n,LQ means that the current task will be postponed for 

n clock interval times (nxzo ms) and that the task will be reentered in the 

LQ aftar the interval time is elapsed. Then the task continues with the 

statement following the AWAIT statement. If n=O, the task is directly 

reentered in the LQ. This feature is used to segmentize long tasks to ensure 

fast turn-around times for other tasks. 

Ser>ial taak queues 

Because many common service routines use the AWAIT statement, one is never 

sure of the sequence in which tasks are serviced. However, most tasks which 

perform control actions, are composed of many sub-tasks. These sub-tasks 

should be executed in a fixed predetermined sequence. Moreover, it should 

be possible to stop each control loop without disturbing the ether control 

loops. Therefore a (main) task can define a private 'serial' task queue. 

For task handling the following statements are available: ENTER, START, 

EXIT, STOP and CLRQ. The tasks in the serial queue may be accompanied by 

three or less arguments. 

For example: ENTER TASK3,FASEQ,2,ARG1,ARG2 means that TASK3 will be entered 

in the serial task queue FASEQ, with two arguments, denoted by the number 2. 

The statement START FASEQ starts the serial queue FASEQ by entering the 

first serial task in the low priority queue LQ. When a serial task is 

finished and the next serial task may start, the statement EXIT FASEQ is 

used. So the sequence in which the tesks ere executed is determined by the 

sequence in which the tasks ere e.ntered in the seriel queue, 

When the control ections of a perticular loop have to be stopped, the 

corresponding serial queue has to be stopped, Then the statement STOP FASEQ 
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is used. Then the run flag of the queue involved is cleared, which inhibits 

the statement EXIT to enter new tasks in the LQ. If nseded, the run flag 

can be tested by the serial tasks, in oreer to directly postpcne the control 

actions. 

The statement CLRQ FASEQ is used in the case of fatal errors, e.g. when 

the des voltage has droppe~ down. îhen the serial queue will te reinitialized • 

. 2.4 Command deaoding 

The cyclotron operator interacts with the operating system %SYS, and thus 

with the con:rol loops, via the Computek 300 terminal by typing the proper 

command sequence. To prevent unwanted comrnands, f~rstly a tA has :o be typed. 

A comrnand further consists of several groups of five characters, including 

the spaces (in the PDP-5 five characters are stored in two words]. 

Each group determines further differentiation of the command. 

The first grcup may be either a system comrnand.cr a control loop identifi

cation. The second group generally determines the acti.on to be performed and 

the next groups, if needed, generally are arguments. 

Same examples are: 

OEC\;J OFF 

FASE MSRE VMTRX 

SCAN CALC CMTRX 

F/ISE T ASK 2DIM 

disable the use of the POP-9 system CECWRITER; 

measure the variation matrix of the phase control loop: 

calculate the control matrix of beam scanner 

control loopi 

rneasure and plot autcmatically the relaticn between 

the HF-phases at 5 radii vs e.g. 810. 

Typing AE repeats the last given command and tQ clears the parallel task 

quewes (IQ, HQ and LQ] and reinitializes the operating system after fatal 

errors. 



4 GENERAL CONTROL SCHEMES 

In this aha:pter a statie treatment of the aontrol sahemes for the varioua 

aontrol loops ia presented. Linea:t> or quadratia relations are used bet.ween 

small variations of the beam properties and the parameter settings. 

A disaussion is given on the aontro'l parameters to be used in a pa:t>tiau'lar> 

aontrot loop. 

The dynamia beh~viour of one aontrol loop, i.e. the HF-phase Zoop, is 

disaussed. 

4 .1 Introduction 

• 
Most variations in the beam properties are due to slowly varying disturbing 

signals, e.g. temperature effects. In most cases the reproducibility of the 

beam properties are effected by hysteresis of the magnets. Sa the main goal 

of the control system is to counteract drift and hysteresis of the beam 

properties. Therefore, a statie treatment of the control schemes will be 

sufficiently. Though the control loop then will be, in general, relatively 

slow, the control actions will be still faster and certainly more accurate 

than can be performed by a human operator. 

The beam properties to be controlled can be divided into two categories 

(Schutte-73al: 

1) properties which have prescribed values, e.g. the HF-phase at various 

radii in the cyclotron1 

2) properties which have to be optimized, e.g. the extraction efficiency. 

Baarn properties of the letter category however are converted into 'new' 

beam properties of the first category. 

The statie control schemes are given in section 4.2. A discussion concern

ing the beam properties to be used in a particular control loop is given 

in section 4.3. The dynamic behaviour of a 'statie' control loop can be 

checked easily by computer simulations. As an example the results for the 

HF-phase control loop are given in section 4.4. 
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4.2 Statie aontrol sahemes 

In this section the statie control schemes concerning beam properties 

w!th prescr!bed values and propert!es wh!ch have to be optim!zed are 

der!ved. 

The beam properties to be controlled are represented by i=1,2,,~.,N. 

The control parameters are represented by , j~1,2," "M. 

If the beam properties have prescribed values, the relations between the 

properties and the parameters are linearized for small variations: 

with aij = 3ri/apj' the elements (4.1] 

of the variation or model matrix. 

If a beam property has to be optimized, the relstion between the property 

and the control parameters is taken quadrstic around the optimum: 

b .. 
lJ 

with (4 .2] 

To be able to oonvert an optimization problem into a steering prcblem, the 

following 'new' beam properties are ciefined: 

(4.3] 

which have the prescribed values zero in the optimum. Equation (4.3) can 

be vJritten as: 

(4.41 

which is sirni lar to eq. [ 4 .1 l . 

The parameter correotions can be determine: from the deviations fil'i 

between the measJred and the desired beam properties, by applying a least 

squares metbod (Halbach-67, Scrutte-73a). A slightly difçerent geometrioal 

treatment is given below. 

The N bsam properties set up an N-dimensional vector space RN (with 

base ~;. Each base vector corresoonds wi th a beam property r 
1

. The fl: 

control parameters (M < N] set up an M-dimensional subspace of RN. 
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Fig. 4.1 Example of a thr>ee dimensional 'beam property' 

spaae A two dimensional 'parameter' spaae is 

transformed into a two dimensional subspaae P2 of R3, 

with base veators '!!...1 and '!!_2• A deeired aorreation 

of the beam properties is projeated on P2• From Ar . 
-p1'0J 

the parameter aorreatione Ap1 and Ap2 are determined. 

The veator ~ - ~ . represente the remaining error. 
-proJ 

The base ~· suspending PM, is defined by the columns of the variation matrix: 

(4.5) 

Each base vector Tij corresponds with a control parameter p .• Corrections 
- J 

on the beam properties A!_ can be performed, by altering the control 

parameters with Ar:;_, only in the subspace PM. Therefore, these corrections 

can be determined from the projection of on the subspace PM. The 

distance between ~ and PM represents the rernaining error. In fig. 4.1 the 
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situation is drawn for N=3 and M=2. 

In the subspace PM a conver.ient set of orthonormal base vectors is 

chosen: 

µ = 
-k 

(4.6) 

Then the projection of l!.r = l!.r1 !:.i on the orthonormal base~ of is 

given by the scalar product of !:.k and Ar: 

q = [µ .l!.r] = 
k -k -

However, to know the corrections Ap_ of the control parameters, the 

projection of llr has to be expressed on the parameter base~· The 

correct ion vector llE_. can be expressed ::ir bath 1T and g: 

T 
qk ~k 

From this equation it fellows that: 

Thus the corrections Ilp_ can be calculated from: 

k 

[4 ,7] 

(4. B l 

(4.9] 

(4. ';Cl 

A convenient orthonormal base ~ of :he subspaoe PM (determining sl can be 

obtained from tre parameter vectors 2!.j by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation 

method. It car. also be convenient to chose ar crthonormal base "'::ir the 

total space e.g. the normalized discrete Chebishev polynomials 

(Abramowitiz-64). 8oth cases are discussed in more detail in sectior 4.3. 

The treatment given above yiel~s the same results as giver in [Schutte-73a) 

because from the fact that the base lil is orthonormal it fellows that: 

[ 4 .11 ) 
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4.3 Choice of the aontroZ parameters 

The geometrical treatment of the control schemes as given in section 4.2 

has the advantage that it gives an inside in the characteristics of a 

particular control loop as will be shown below (Verster-76), 

As mentioned in the previous section, a proper orthonormal base M of the 

subspace PM, or even of RN' has to be chosen. A convenient base can be 

constructed from the parameter base ~· by the Gram-Schmidt method. In this 

method the first orthonormal base vector J:!_j is chosen, e.g. ~1 , The next 

base vectors are obtained from the difference between the next parameter 

vector~ and its projection on the subspace suspended by the previoosly 

constructed orthonormal base vectors. 

When the parameter vectors n. are already orthogonal, the diagonal elements 
-J 

skk equal 1/l~kl dus to the desired normalisation. Then the parameter 

corrections 6pk equal s~k a~i 6ri (cf. eq. 4.10], which are then of the order 

of lbrl!l~cl. However, when the parameter vectors n. are far from orthogonal, 
- ~ -J 

the diagonal elements blow up (skk >> 1/[~k[l and consequently the parameter 

corrections 6pk >> 16!'..[l[~k[. This can be tolerated only if the elements skj 

are determined very accurately, e.g. from magnetic field maps. This was 

actually the case for the determination of the excitations of the concentric 

correction coils 61 to 610, yielding an isochronous magnetic field [Verster-7E 

In the case of an automatic control loop, the elements skj cannot be 

determined accurately enough. Therefore, those parameters yielding too 

large elements skj' should be skipped. 

The sensitivity of the control loop for measuring noise is characterized 

by the variance tensor V wi th the elements v . . given by: = iJ 

(4 .12] 

where a uniformly spherical noise distribution over the base ~ is assumed. 

The maximum parameter variations opi fora given least squares error Q2 , 

defined as the squared difference between the desired and the measured value 

of a beam property, is then given by: 

(4 .13) 
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Equation (4.13) in fact =escribes the transfarmation af the spherical noise 

distribution of the base ~ into an ellipsoidal distribution on the base ~. 

Frorn the pair-correlation coefficient as defined by: 

(4.14) 

an indication can ~e obtained of the best suited combinations of control 

parameters. 

As an example the characteristics of the HF-phase control loop [section 4.4 

and section 5.1) are given in the tables 4.1 to 4.4. 

The variation matrix cf. eq.4.1 is given in table 4.1; the columns corres

pcnd with the parameter base ~· In table 4.2 an orthonormal base hl• obtained 

via the Gram-Schmidt method, is given; the elements skj are given in table 

4.3. From the diagonal elements the blow up can be seen. The pair-corre-

lation coefficients are o
1 

.90, o
1 

concluded that the parameters and 

,63 and p 23 =0.B7. frorn which can be 

are the most inpartant ones. These 

parameters correspond with the oorrection coils 84 and 81 respectively. 

TabZe 4.1 The elementa 

of the model, matrix 

-0. 212 0.106 0 .106 

-0.233 0 .148 0 .153 

-0.222 0.180 0 .192 

-o. 215 c .178 .240 

-0 

Table 4.3 The eZements sk" 
<) 

2.J48 

10. 972 

• 0 

15.138 

-B.430 -27.124 

o.o 
o.c 

12. 31 9 

Table 4.2 

orthonormal 

-0 ,t,34 

-0 .477 

-0.455 

-0.440 

Table 4. 4 

195. 6 

394.8 

The elements of the 

base M 

-0.720 c .216 

-0. 3': 5 -C.168 

0.289 -0.646 

0.335 -0.057 

964. -334.1 
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r:{N) 

kf 

0.2 

0 

-0.2 

-0.4 

-0.6 

\ " ~ 
.. 
" ' l ·--·--... ---" ' ' ,'\ . \ 

1 

k=I 

' 
. , ' , 1 

' 
. 1 \ 

. ' ' 1 . : . \ 

' 
\ • 1 . 

-N ' \ 1 1 ' . 
' ' ' . 1 

\ ' 2 3 4 5 \ ' ' I \ ' ' i 1 , 
\ / \ "\ ' ' " '' 

' ' . ' 
" \ 

.. 'i \"'/ .. v 
' " ' • c=1.0 k=2 e=0.67 . k=3 c=O.O k:4 c=-0.44 k=5 C•-0.&1 

4.2 GraphicaZ representation of the Chebishev 

poZynomiaZa Ff::) for N=5. The autocorrelation 

coefficients ak, aaZaulated cf. eq. 4,14 are aZso 

given. 

.""" .... """" .... " ." 
0.2 
O!--L--'--'---'--''-+-'--"'--'--'--'-t-'--'-_,_--'~'-1 

-0.2 1 2 3 4 5 

-0.4 

-0.S i=1 84 

Fig. 4.J Graphiaal repreaentation of the (normalized) 

matrix elementa aij of the meaaured model matrix 
of the HF-phase aontrol loop. 

! 

When the relations between the beam properties and the control parameters 

ar!;l described by 'smooth' functions, e.g. fn the previously discussed 

HF-phase control loop, an other method can be applied. 

In this case an orthonormal base M for the total vector space RN is chosen, 

e.g. the normalized discrete Chebishev polynomials (Abramowitz-84]. As an 

example the polynomials F;NJ, where N denotes the number of elements and 

k denotes the order, are given graphically in fig. 4.2. for N=5. Note that 

the number of zero crossings increases with k. Then the parameter base ~ 

is vectorized on the Chebishev base~· These projections are given in 

tabla 4.5. It will be clear that, thanks to the 'smooth' relations, the 
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parameter vectors pointing in the direotions of the low order Chebishev 

base vectors, will be the most important ones. This can be expressed more 

precisely using the autocorrelation coefficients [Verster-52 bJ. 

The autocorrelation coefficient of a vector !!:.k in is defined by: 

+ 

T 
rr[j+1 )k 

where mkj is the jth element of the vector 

( 4 .15) 

The coefficients ck of the Chebishev base vectors are also given in fig. 4.2. 

Note that decreases with inoreasing k. It can be argued that only those 

parameter vectors with pcsitive autocorrelation ooefficients are 

useful (thus pointing in :he direction of the base vectors with positive 

ck, i.e. the low order Chebishev base veotors). The useful parameter vectors 

rr., corresponding with the correction coils 84, 810 and B6 are graphically 
-J 
shown in fig. 4.3. 

Table 4. Projeotions of the parameter base veotors !:..j 

on the orthonormai Chebishev base veotors 

H.1 -1. 091 +0.792 +1.002 

-0.001 .006 -o .1 57 

+O. 001 -0.030 +O. 01 

~ +0.001 -0.004 0 

]i - +O. 001 
-:i 

+O. .003 
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4.4 Dynamia behaviour of the HF-phase aont:rol loop 

To study the dynamic behaviour of the intermittent HF-phase control loop 

the state variable aproach is used (Tou-64]. In this aproach the state of 

the total control system is described by the input variables ~(tl and by 

the so-called state variables :::Ctl. The output variables 1L(t] are linear 

combinations of the state variables. 

The time behaviour of the input variables !!!_(tl and the state variables .[Ctl 

between two sample moments is described by a set of linear differential 

equations with constant coefficients: 

where c [!!!_(1:)) 
_[ ( T) 

(4.16) 

and T 

and where A is the coefficient matrix, T equals the sample period and n 

means the nth sample. The transition of the state of the control system 

just before (t=nT) and just after (t=nT+J the sample moment is described 

by the so-called 'state transition matrix' B: 

B E..(nTl (4.171 

The state of the control system at the end of a sample interval can be 

determined from the state of the system at the begin of the sample interval, 

via the so-called 'overall transition matrix' rJ>(T): 

+ 
E.,({n+1}TJ = rJ>(Tl E_CnT l rJ> (Tl B E., (nT) ( 4 .18 l 

The matrix rJ>(TJ can be determined from the differential equations (eq. 4.16) 

using Laplace transforms or from the state variable diagram (Tou-64]. 

As an example the state variable diagram of the HF-phase control loop is 

given in fig. 4.4. The figure is split into six parts: 

1) input variables !!!_(t), determining the desired HF-phases 8
0

1 

21 matrix elements a 1j of the control matrix cf. eq, (4.10li 

3) 3 stepping motors, represented by sample/holds with feedback, controlling 

the parameter settings; 

4) 3 correction coils, 84, 86 and 810, represented by first order systems 



( 1 ) (2] (3] 

Fig. 4.4 State variable 

Zoop. 

(4) ( 5) (6) 

a1,,1a1oe1m of the HF-phase eontroZ 

with time constants of resp. 1, 2 and 3 si 

45 

5 J matrix elements a . . of the model matrix cf. equation ( 4 .1), representing 
lJ 

the behaviour of the cyclotron; 

6) 5 second order low pass filters representing the measuring system wi:h 

time constants of 1 s. 

With this model the influence of the sample interval time T
8 

and errors 

in the contra: matrix are studied. 

In fig. 4.5 the calculated deviation of the HF-phase at 0.50 m radius from 

the desired value, and the variation of the magnetic induction caused by 

the correction coil 810, are plotted vs the number of iterations, i.e. vs 

time. The sample interval times T
5 

used, are resp. 0.9, 3 and 6 s. 

At t=O the setting of 810 was stepwise altered, causing a decrease of the 

HF-phase at 0.50 m radius (both given in arbitrary units). As can be seen, 
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ilcf'HF,50 = - A 1 

f ilB10 = -------· 

0 

--------------------.--~-----

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -tfî5 

Fig. 4. 5 Time behavioUP of the HF-phase aontrot toop for 

different sampZe intervai times T
8

• 

~ . llc(>HF,50 = 

t llB10 = -----

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 

Fig. 4. 6 Time behaviour of the HF-phase aontro t toop f or 

different Zoop gains A (see fig. 4.4). 
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the phase deviations are corrected best for T
8
= 6 s. 

Fig. 4.6 is similar to fig. 4.5, however the time behaviour is calculated 

for three values of the gain (Al to simulate a difference between the 

real and the measured variation matrix, hence causing an erroneous control 

matrix [normally A=1], As can be seen, A>1 leads to an oscillatory control 

performance, as could be expacted. 

Finally, in fig. 4.7 the calculated HF-phases at the radii 0.50(0.05)0.30 m 

are given together with the magnetic inductions caused by the correction 

coils 84, 66 and 810. At t=O, the desired HF-phase at radius 0.30 m was 

altered frcm 0 to 2 (arbitrary units}. The desired HF-phases at the ether 

radii are all O. The overshoot of the HF-phases is due to the differences 

in the time constants of the three correótion ooils. 

The time behaviour, as given in the figures, agrees qualitatively with 

experimental results. 

50 cm 

J 
45 cm i 

Q f-""---L--1.:""'-...l:=::!_.1-"'-.l.-,,"=:=l==I 

A 
Ts 6s 

l>B/a.u. 

1 

4. 7 Time behaviour of the HF-phase aontroL Zoop after 

a variation of the desired phase at 30 am. 



5 PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROL LOOPS 

In order to demonstrate the performanoe of the oontroZ loops, the settings 

of the oontroi paPameters aPe manuaZZy aitered and the behaviou:r of the 

oontrol system is observed. The behaviou:r is also observed a~er alterations 

of the settings of paPameters whioh aPe not inoorporated in the oontrol 

loops. Further, the stability of the beam properties is measured over long 

time intervafo. 

5. 1 Introduation 

The measurements given in this chapter are all carried out with protons 

with an energy of 20 MeV. The beam current was 1 µA. Some relevant data 

concerning the cyclotron settings are listed in tabls 5.1. 

Tabte 5.1 

Mean magnetic induction <B> 

Acceleration voltage Vdee 

Acceleration frequency f HF 

Bias voltage on the des Vbias 

Extraction radius 

Extraction voltage Vext 

Extraction efficiency e 

Relations between potentiometer divisions and magnetic 

induction inside the correction coils: 

B1 0 (r= O. 60 m J, 

86 (r=0.42 ml, 

84 (r>=0.28 ml, 

div 

div 

div 

Relations between potentiometer 

harmonie field component of the 

A11 [r=0.20 m, 6=345°. 

A12 (r=0.20 m, 6=28S0 J 

A31 Cr=0.48 m, e= 6°J 

A32 (r=0.48 m, 8=306°1 

des gap: 

div 

div 

div 

divisions and the first 

harmonie coils: 

6=0°) 1 div 

1.2 µT 

33 kV 

19.141 MHz 

700 v 
0.52 m 

53 kV 

70 % 

4.4 µT 

4 µT 

4 µT 

2 µT 

2 µT 

2 µT 

2 µT 
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.2 The HF-phaae aontrol loop 

In the HF-phase control loop, the HF-phase angles are measured at five radii, 

viz. 0.30(0.05)0.50 m. The concentric correction coils 84, 86 and 810 are 

used as control parameters. The model or variaticn matrix [cf. eq. 4.1) can 

be measured automatically by stepwise alteration of the parameter settings 

involved and consecutive measurement of the resulting HF-phase angle 

excursions at the five radii. T~e model matrix is given in table 5.2. From 

this matrix the control matrix (cf. eq. 4.10) can be calculated and is 

given in tàble 5.3. The model matrix has been measured many times in the 

:ast two years, showing no significant changes. Therefore, the model matrix 

can be considered as fixed data for each energy and each type of particle. 

As can be seen from the values of the elements of the model matrix, the phase 

slip built up inside the correction coil 84 (r=0.28 ml nearly remains 

constant over the radii outside the coil. The phase slip inside coil 86 

(r=0.42 ml increases and also remains constant outsi:e the coil. The phase 

slip inside B10 (r=0.60 ml o~ course still increases over :he radii of 

interest. 

Table 5. 2 Model matTix of the HF-phase aontrol loop 

M 
50 

-0.212 

-0.233 

-0.222 

• 215 

-0.209 

0 .106 

.148 

0.1B:J 

0 .178 

0 .180 

Table 5.3 Control matrix of the 

ti84 -1 .49 -2.96 7.32 

[ óB6 l -16.29 -0.02 20.80 

tiB10 2.42 -2.15 -7. 50 

0.106 

0.153 

0.192 

0.240 

0.311 

3.29 

6.67 

-0.70 

r 
li34 l 
liBB 

l li81 0 

-2. 01 

-1 .40 

8.62 

0 
ti~ 

35 
li~ 

40 
M 

45 
Li<f> 

50 
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In fig. 5.1 the deviations of the HF-phases with respect to the desired 

values, measured at thi five radii, are plotted vs time. In order to demon

strate the performance of the HF-phase control loop, the setting of each of 

the three control parameters is altered manually and stepwise. The correction 

of the parameter settings, carried out by the control loop to compensate for 

these manual alterations, are also plotted in fig. 5.1. 

From the figure the following characteristics can be observed. 

il The sign and the amplitude of the phase excursions, due to the alterations 

are conform the matrix elements given in table 5.2. 

iil A stepwise alteration of one of the parameter settings is compensated for 

by the control loop by changing the setting of the same parameter. This means 

that the model matrix has been measured sufficiently accurate. 

iiil The phase deviations are corrected within a few iterations. 

iv) The HF-phase angle at 0.50 m radius is kept within 1° by the control loop 

vl The deviations of the HF-phase angle at 0.30 m radius are kept within 0.3° 

which is about the accuracy of the measuring system (cf. fig. 2.3 bJ. 

In fig. 5.2 the performance of the HF-phase control loop is given in the case 

of large alterations of the parameter settings. From the graphs it can be 

seen that, due to non-linear effects, more iterations are needed tö correct 

the manual alterations, than in the case of fig. 5.1. Further, the amplitudes 

of the probe signals (second harmonie component} are plotted. From the 

variations of these amplitudes, the variations in the orbit densities dus to 

the alterations, can be observed. 

In fig. 5.3 the HF-phase angles and parameter settings are plotted vs time, 

without a manual disturbance has been introduced. However, aftar 15 minutes 

(indicated by the arrowl the frequency stabilization has been switched off, 

Then the frequency of the acceleration voltage had drifted 1500 Hz, causing 

a calculated phase drift of 7° at 0.50 m radius. This phase drift has been 

compensated for via the HF-phase control loop, by correcting the setting of 

B10 with 20 div. as can be seen in the figure. The settings of B4 and BB inde1 

are hardly changed. Despite of the frequency drift, the HF-phase angle at 

0.50 m could be kept within 1° of the desired value, which is the same result 

as given in fig. 5.1. 

Especially during the start up of the cyclotron, or after an alteration of 

the energy and/or particles, the HF-phase angles drift heavily. This is 

simulated in fig. 5.4. Three hours aftar the cyclotron has been switched on 
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exC!ursions shown. The parameter aorreations (fat 

lines) are to the manual altevations. 
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and all systems could have reached stable situation, the main magnetic 

fiel~ has been lowered to 5 % of the nominal value, during a quarter of an 

hour. After the main magnetic field has been set again to the nominal value, 

the HF-phase angle is measured at 0.50 m radius, ano is giver in fig. 5.4. 

As can seen, the HF-phase angle drifts about 6° per 30 minutes. 
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Fig. 5.2 The aontrol perfo!'frla11.()e of the aontrol Zoop for large stepwise variations 

of the parameter settings. Left 8810 ~ 400 µT, middle: AB6 ~ 1 mT and right: 884 ~ 2 mT. 

Further, the amplitude of the seaond harmonia probe signals are given (dashed lines), 

~hiah are proportional to the orbit densities be~een the HF-piak up probes. 
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Fig. 5.3 The angles at radii 0.30(0.05)0.50 m 

vs time, withou·t manual altePations of the settings of 

the aorPeation aoils. However, at the moment indiaated 

by the arrow, the frequenay stabilization of the 

aaaeleration voltage was switahed off, aausing a frequenay 

drift of 1500 Hz (nom. 19.144 MHz). This drift has been 

aorrrpensated f or by aorPeating the 

aorreation aoil BlO, and the HF-phase 

their desired values. 

remain at 
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This drift can ~e compensated for by the HF-phase control loep, which 

considerably saves time during the tuning of t~e cyclotron and the bearn 

guiding system. 
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5.4 HF-phaae angle at 0.50 m radius va time, meaaured 

af ter the main magnetio induotion has been lowered to 5 % 

of the nominal value during a quarter of an hour. 

5.3 Optimization of the extraotion effiaienay 

The first derivatives of the external beam current with respect to the 

control parameters involved are used as the beam properties in the control 

loop for optimization of the extraction efficiency. The first derivatives 

[cf. section 4.2] are measured with the equipment described in section 2.3. 

The inner harmonie coils A11 and A12 (r=0.20 ml and the outer harmonie coils 

A31 and A32 (r=0.48 ml are used as control parameters. 

b 2 * The matrix elements kj=o r /cipkapj [cf. eq. 4.4] of the square model matrix 

between the beam properties and the control parameters are determined 

graphically from fig. 5.5. In this figure the four derivatives aI/3A11, 

3I/oA12, aI/3A31 and 3I/3A32 are plotted vs the settings of the control 

parameters A11, A12, A31 and A32. The slope of each of the 16 curves around 

500 div, corresponding to maximum extraction efficiency, represents one of 

the 16 matrix elements of the model matrix. The curves of fig. 5.5 have been 

measured with parameter disturbances corresponding to 5 µT. Oisturbances of 

up to 20 µT yield the same results, but with a four times larger signal 

amplitude. The variation of the external beam current due to these parameter 

disturbances around 500 div are smaller than 1 %. Unfortunately, the slaps 

of the curves varies strongly with the parameter settings. Therefore, the 

model matrix is only in a small area around the optimum settings 

[i.e. 500 divl. 
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Fig. 5. 5 Measured first derivatives êJI/dA12, ari..d 3I/3A
32 

as a funation of 

the settings of the harmonie trim aoils A
31 

and first derivatives are 

measured a:pplying stepwise disturbances on the parameter corresponding with -5 ~T. 

1'he slope of each of the 16 curves, for parameter settings around 500 div (ma.x. extraation 

effiaienay), represents one of the 16 matrix elements of the variation matrix. 

The measured externa:l beam aurrent (at 0. 72 m radius) is in the upper four graphs, 

expressed as peraentage of the internal beam current (at 0.40 m radius). These percentages 

may be interpreted as the extraction efficiency, because the inter>naZ beam aurrent remains 

aonstant during these measurements. 
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Fig. 5.6 Performanae of the extraation effiaienay opti

mization Zoop. The four first derivatives 3I/óA11, óI/óA12, 

óI/óA31 and oI/óA32 are plotted vs time (sotid linea} 

together with the parameter aorreations aarried out by the 

aontroZ Zoop (dashed linea}. The sample inte1'Val time T
8 

is 

40 seaonds. The settings of the aontroZ parameters have been 

manuaZZy altered at the times indiaated by arrows, aorres

ponding to 10 µT. In the upper graph the e:x:ternal beam 

aurrent is plotted, ezpressed as peraentage of the internaZ 

beam aurrent, thus being about the e:x:traation effiaienay. 

The performance of the control loop is dernonstrated in fig. 5.6. In this 

figure the extraction efficiency, the four derivatives and the four parameter 

settings are plotted vs time. As can be observed from the figure, manual 

alterations of the parameter settings (indicated by arrowsl are corrected via 

the control loop mainly by the altered parameter itself. This means that for 

small deviations around the optimum, the matrix elements of the model matrix 

have been deterrnined sufficiently accurate. From the upper curves it can be 

seen that the extraction efficiency only drops 2 % when the measured first 
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5.7 Performance of the control loop for manual alterations of the 

control pa.rameters (~ 100 µTJ. As can be observed, sometimes a targe numher of iterations 

is needed to corr>ect the manual atterations. Uoreover, sometimes subma:x:ima ar>e reached. 

The sample interval times the pa.rameter 

corrections carried Were not available yet. 
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Fig. 5.8 The performance of the extraation 

optimization loop for alterations of the bias 

voltage of the dee (sample time Ts = 40 s), 

At t = 120 s the bias voltage has been lowered from 

700 V to 800 V and at t = 520 s from 800 V to 

500 V. The aorreations aarried out by the aontrol 

loop eorrespond with a aorreation of the first 

ha:rmonia of the magnetia field in the aentral region 

of ~ 24 µT perpendiaular to the dee gap. 

derivatives already have reached values af about 100 mV cf. the scale af the 

curves in fig. 5.6. The first derivatives can be kept less than 10 mV by the 

contra! loop, correspanding ta abaut 0.3 % variation af the extraction 

efficiency. 

In order to expand the contral range af the aptimizatian loop, some over a 

larger range not well defined off-diaganal elements af the model matrix ars 

taken zero. Moreover, the rsmaining elements are increased with about 30 % 

in order to decrease the parameter carrections per iteratión step, leading 
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Fig. 5.9 Calculated motions of the orbit centre 

due to a variation of the bias voltage of -100 V, 

for various amplitudes of the first harmonia 

pertubation perpendiaular (y-=is) to the dee ga:p, 

caused by the inner harmonia trim coils 

and A13• An amplitude of about 24 µT (B) 

smallest osailation amplitudes and 

the aorrection carried out by the aont'PoZ 

(see fig. 5.8). 

the 

to 
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toa less oscillatory control perforrêance (sirnilar to fig. 4.6). The per-"orm

ance of the control loop for larger deviations from the optimum settings 

is given in fig. 5.7. As can be observed in the figure, sometimes submaxima 

are reached. 

The performance of the optimization loop has also been studied for alterations 

of o~~er parameter settings, which also strongly inf luence the extraction 

efficiency, such as il the DC bias voltage on the dee, iil the acceleration 

voltage, and iiil the correction of t~e magnetic median plane in the centra 

of the cyclotron. 

il Bias voltage alte~ations 

In fig. 5.8 the control performance is given in the case of stepwise alterations 

[indicated by arrows) of bias voltage from 70G to V and from 600 to 

500 V. The corrections of harmonie coils A1~ and A12 [resp. -9 and 

-10 divl carried out by the control loop, result in a ocrrection of t~e first 

harmonie field component perpendicular to the dee gap and with a maximum 

aonp li tL:de of 24 at O. m 

The influe~ce of :he bias voltage inner harmonie coils on the motion 

of th,e orbi t :;en:re is oaloulated conform the analytical formulae given by 
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Fig. 5.10 Perfo!'manae of the extraation optimization 

Zoop for a stepwise alteration (indiaated by the 

arrow) of the dee voltage of +3 %. The osaiZZatory 
aontroZ pePforma:nae is aaused by a ahange of sign 

of the matrix eZements a2I/aA12aA31 and a2I/aA31 aA 12• 

Van Nieuwland-72. The motion of the orbit centre up to 0.35 m radius is 

given in fig. 5.9 aftar a change of -100 V of the bias voltage on the des. 

It is assumed that the nomina! settings correspond to a well centred beam. 

In fig. 5.9 b, c and d the motion is given for different amplitudes of the 

first harmonie field component perpendicular to the dee gap, caused by the 

inner harmonie coils. As can be observed in the figure, the best correction 

equals about 24 µT, which agrees quite well with the correction performed by 

the control loop. Further it can be seen that the first harmonie disturbance 

caused by the bias voltage badly can be corrected by a first harmonie per

pendicular to the dee gap, caused by the inner harmonie coils. 
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Fig. 5.11 Caleulated motion of the orbit eentre up to 0.35 m 

radius, eaused by variations of the DC bias voltage, the dee 

voltage and the first harmonie field component indueed by the 

inner harmonie eoils. An oseillation amplitude of 1.4 rrm (A) 

due toa bias voltage of -300 Vaan be redueed to 0.45 rrm by 

a displaeement of the orbit eentre of 1. 0 rrm, eaused by 1 % 

variation of the dee voltage. The oseillation amplitude aan 

further be redueed to 0.1 rrm (C) by a proper amplitude of the 

first harmonie field component perpendieular to the dee gap. 

iil Dee voltage alteration 

In fig. 5.10 the control performance is given after an alteration of the 

dee voltage of +3 %. The corrections of the settings of the inner harmonie 

coils carried out by the optimization loop result in a first harmonie field 

component perpendicular to the dee gap and with an amplitude of about 15 µT 

at 0.20 m radius. The calculated motion of the orbit centre due to the 

variation of the dee voltage, assuming the nominal dee volta~e to correspond 

to a well centred beam, shows that the displacement of the orbit centre 

(about 0.25 mm) could be nearly corrected for by the inner harmonie coils. 

Moreover, measurements of the matrix elements a2I/oA123A31 and a2I/oA31oA12 

show a change of sign of bath elements between the two dee voltage settings, 

thus explaining the oscillatory control performance given in fig. 5.10. 

However a proper combination of the dee voltage, the bias voltage and the 

first harmonie field component induced by the inner harmonie coils can keep 

the excursions of the orbit centre within acceptable limits. This is 
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Fig. 5.12 Performanae of the extraation optimization Zoop 

for stepwise aZterations of the axiaZ position of the magnetia 

median pZane in the ayaZotron aentre. Due to an inarease of 

the internaZ beam aurrent, the externaZ beam aurrent aannot 

Zonger be interpreted as the extraation effiaienay. The 

variation of the first harmonia fieZd aomponent in the ayaZotron 

aentre aarried out by the aontroZ Zoop has an ampZitude of 

20 µT at an angZe of 52° with respeat to the dee gap. 

dernonstrated in fig. 5.11 for a deviation of -300 V of the bias voltage, 

different settings of the dee voltage and different amplitudes of the first 

harmonie field component. As can be seen in fig. 5.11 a an oscillation 

amplitude of 1.4 mm, only due to the bias voltage, can be reduced to about 

0.45 mm by a proper correction of the dee voltage, and can be further reduced 

to about 0.1 mm [fig. 5.11 cl by a proper change of the amplitude of the 

first harmonie field component. 
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iii l Median oorreation 

Finally, in fig. 5.12 the control performance of the optimization loop is 

given after an alteration of the axial position of the magnetic median plane 

in the cyclotron centra, caused by an asymmetrical excitation of the innermost 

concentric correction coil B1 (r=0.10 ml. The corrections of the inner harmonie 

coils A1i and A12 carried out by the optimization loop result in a correction 

of the first harmonie field component with an arnpli tude of about 20 µT at 

0.2J m rad!us and at an azimuthal angle of 52° with respect to the dee gap. 

Oue te the displacement of the magnetic median plane, particles with 

different HF-phases,than without displacement, will be accelerated. Therefore 

the calculation cf the motion of tre orbit centre becomes rather complex 

and is r.ot carried out. 



6 TIME STRUCTURE MEASUREMENTS OF THE EXTERNAL BEAM 

The time etruature of the extel'nai ayaiotron beam ie meaeured under varioue 

aonditione. The HF-phaee angie of the aaaelerated partialee ie seieated by 

radial or by axiaZ slits in the aentre of the ayaZotron. In order to be abZe 

to eeleat one out of many beam burste, a pulsed axiaZ defZeation system is 

ueed. Together with the axiaZ phaee eeZeating slits, singZe turn extraation 

is obtained. 

6.1 Introduation 

The HF-phase width of the internal beam of the Eindhoven A.V.F. cyclotron 

equals about 40°. This implies that the beam will be pealed off by the 

extractor in a number of revolutions. In order to obtain single turn extract

ion after about 300 revolutions in the cyclotron, the HF-phase width of 

the internal beam should be less than about s0
• The HF-phase width can. be 

reduced by radial slits (e.g. Blosser-69, Hagedoorn-69 and Schulte-75) or by 

axial slits (Blosser-66 and Hagedoorn-69] in the cyclotron centra. The radial 

phase serection method is described in section 6.2 and the axial selection 

method is described in section 6.3. Experimental results of bath methods are 

given in section 6.4. 

An axial def lection system has been installed in the cyclotron centra in 

order to be able to select one out of many beam bursts. The deflection system 

is described briefly in section 6.5. With the axial deflection system and 

the axial phase selecting slits single turn extraction is obtained. Experi

mental results are given in section 6.6. 

6.2 Radial phase seleating slits 

Particles in a cyclotron can be represented in a six dimensional space with 

as coordinates the radial position r, the radial momentum pr, the axial 

position z, the axial momentum Pz• the energy E and the HF-phase angle ~HF' 

Calculating the radial motion z and Pz are taken zero. Further, the energy 

of the particles is completely determined by the starting phase at the ion 

source. Therefore, the HF-phase selection by radial slits can be described 

in a three dimensional space with as coordinates ~HF' rand Pr (Hagedoorn-69). 
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6.2 Projeations of the representations of two radial 

anà r 2 J on the r-~HF 

radial of the aentral orbits few 

revolutions in the ayalotron for 20 MeV protons. 
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A radial slit at a certain radius and azimuthal position is represented in 

this space, at the same azimuth, by a thin flat slice perpendicular to the 

r-axis (fig. 6.1). All particles with coordinates within this slice will pass 

the slit. 

The projection of the representation of the radial slit on the r-~HF plane 

is given in fig. 6.2. In this figure, the radial positions of the central 

orbits Cpr=O) of the first few revolutions in the cyclotron are also given 

as a function of ~HF' As can be seen, a radial slit at radius r 1 mainly cuts 

in the first revolution and shows a bad phase selection. A slit at radius r 2 
will cut in a number of revolutions and is transparant for a lot of 'phase 

bands', shown as shaded areas. This qualitative example illustrates that one 

radial slit is not able to select the desired phase width of less than 6°. 

In order to study the phase selecting properties of a number of radial slits, 

the boundaries of all slits passed by the accelerated particles should be 

transformed over the appropriate number of revolutions forwards or backwards 

to the position of one of the slits. 

A line in the r-~HF plane at radius r 1 and perpendicular to the r-axis, is 

transformed over m revolutions into a curved line given by: 

( 6 .1 J 

where 6E equals the maximum energy increase per turn and E1 equals the energy 

of the particles at radius r 1 • 

In the r-pr plane a line at radius r 1 and perpendicular to the r-axis rotates 

in m revolutions, due to the betatron oscillation, over an angle given by: 

(6.21 

The representation of the slit at radius r 1 transformed forwards over m 

revolutions to the slit at radius is schematically given in fig. 6.3 a. 

This two-slit system is transparant for those particles with coordinates 

within the cross-section of the curved slice and the flat slice, representing 

the first and the second slit respectively. A proper phase selection can be 

obtained if the cross-section of the representations of the two slits lies 

perpendicular to the ~HF-axis. This is schematically shown in fig. 6.3 b. 

This implies that the angle ~rot' due to the betatran oscillation, should 
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'2 

Fig. 6.3 of ~00 radial slits, Sl at radius r 1 
and S2 at radius r 2, schematically drccw'n in the space at S2. 

The of s'lit Sl has been forwa:rds 

over m revolutions. By varying the azimuthal positions of the 

slits, a p:r>oper HF-phase seLection oan be obtained (B). 

be an integer multiple of 180°, i.e. the slits should be imaged at each 

ether for the HF-phase to be selected. This constraint can be met by adjust

ing the azimuthal positions of the sl~ts. 

However, a radial slit generally will cut in a numter of revolutions (cf. 

fig. 6.2), which should be taken into account to obtain the total transpar-

ency of the slit system as a function of HF-phase. Therefcre, 

boundaries o~ each slit should be transformed forwards or backwards over a 

number of revolutions (m, m~1. m±2, ,,,) resulting in a number of slices per 

radial slit. 

We will naw give a numerical example of radial slit system consisting of 

tnree slits, lo8ateo at the first, the third and the twentieth revolution 

respectively. In fig. 6.4 the racial and azimuthal positions of the slits 

are given together with the ion source, the pul:er, :he dee and the dummy dee. 

In fig. 6.5 reoresentation of the second slit in the p:ane at radius 

52 mm and azimuthal pcsiti8n is . The aperture of this slit is 

0.5 mm. The representation cf the boundaries of the first slit radius 

28 mm and azimuthal position 0
1 

is transformed over nearly two revolut-

ions to the position of the second slit. The boundaries of the first slit 

transformed over one and three revolutions lie outside this figure. 
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Fig. 6.5 r-$HF plane at the position of slit S2. The boundaries 

of slit 81 are transformed over +2 revolutuiona, together showing 

a phase seleation of 10° (shadBd a:r>ea). The aentre of slit SJ is 

transformed over -16, -17, -18 and -19 revolutiona. The three 

alits together show a phase seleation of 3° (double shaded area). 
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aperture of the first slit also equals 0.5 mm. As can be seen in the 

figure, the first two slits will a HF-phase width of about • The 

apertures cf both slits shculd be decreased to 0.1 mm to obtain a phase 

width of 3°. This implies, nowever. an unacceptable reduction the trans

mission through the two slits. Thersfo:-e. a ::h:'.rc: sl:'.t at radius 24 mm and 

an azimuthal position of used te select f:'.nally t~e desired phase 

width. The representation of the centre of the third slit is transformed 

bac<.wards cvere m. 17, 16 and 19 revolutions to the position of the second 

slit. The resul::s a:-e given in fig. 6.5. As can be observed from the figure, 

a phase selecticn of is obtained for an aperture of 0.6 mm of the third 

slit. The transmission thrcugh the three slits is in this case at least five 

times higher than 

phase selection of 

the first two slits only, also yielding a 

The first revolutions in central region of the cyclotron should be precisely 

known to determine the orooer combinaticn of slits. For this purpose accurate 

data of the electric field strengths s~ould be available. The magnetic field 

may be assumed to be homogeneous. To obtain the electric field data, a 

magnetic analogon of the electrical configuration of the central regie' has 

been used. The measurements have been oarried out with the magnetic analogon 

ecuipment of tie Philips Cyclotron Laboratory at Geldrop [Hazewindus-74). 

The measurement and calcu:ations concerning the radial slits were performed 

by Schulte-75. 

6.3 .4.xiat phase s'lits 

The phase selection of axial slits can in a three dimensional 

space similar to the ons used for tie radial s_its (cf. section 6.2]. Naw 

the coordinatss are the HF-phase angle the axial d:'.splacement z and the 

axial divergence z' of the accelerated particles. An axial slit is represented 

in this space by a thin flat slice perpendicular to the z-axis ano, synmetrical 

with respect te the origin, i.e. the magnetic median plane. All particles with 

coordinates within this slice will pass the slit. It is assumed that the 

ion source space homogeneously, which implies that, with one axial 

slit, no HF-phase selection aan be obtained. In this sect~on w:'.11 be shown 

that HF-phase selection oan be obtained by applying a second slit. 

The motion of an accelerated particle in z-z' plane oan be described 
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Fig. 6.6 Motion in the z-z' plane of a pa:PtioZe stcwting with 

z=O mm and z '=6 mrad at the fourth dee gap arossing, for various 

HF-phase angZes (-20° to -eo0J. The numbers aZong the aurves 

refer to the revoZution numbers. 

adequately by drift lengths and by lenses (Hagedoorn-69, Banford-661. Half a 

revolution is then split into: 

1) a drift in a magnetic field over almost TI,r m1 

2) a focussing lsnse at the entrance of the dee gap, owing to the increasing 

electric field strength1 

3) a drift to the centra of the dee gapi 

4) a slightly focussing lense at the centra of the dee gap, taking into 

account the effect of the energy ihcrease over the dee gap; 

5) a drift to the exit of the dee gap1 

6) a defocussing lense at the exit of the dee gap, owing to the decreasing 
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6.7 Sehematiaal representation of b~o axial slits in the 
1 spaae at S2. The representation of Sl is transformed 

foY'Wards over m revolutions, resulting in a wrenahed sliae. The 

transmission both slits is sahematiaally given in the 

ins et. 

electric field strength. 

By means cf a simple computer program where drift lengths and lenses are repre

sented by matrices, the axial motion of particles is calculated. Morecver, just 

before and just aftar the dee gap, an extra matrix is inserted te get an 

apprapriate caordinate transformation between the electric and magnetic field 

(Hagedoorn-69). The calculated motion of a particle with coordinates z= mm 

and z'= 6 mrad, starting a: the fourth dee gap crossing, is drawn in fig. E. 

for various HF-phase angles. maximum beam current lies around (of, 

section 6.4). As can be observed in the figure, a particle with a HF-phase 

of rotates in 6 revolLtions over an angle cf , whereas a particle 

with a HF-phase angle of ro~ates in 5 revolutions over 180°. This implies 

that, for a HF-phase angle of the representation of an axial slit at the 

second revolution (after :he fourth des gap crossing) efter 5 ravolutions will 

have ceen rotated over 180°. Thus the complete representation of this slit 
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Fig. 6.8 Caloulated radial positions of the oentral orbits · 

(pr=Ol as a funotion of $HF (below}. The radial poeitions and 

Zengths of the axial elite are adjusted in such a way that 

eaoh sZit onZy outs ones in the becun at the seoond and the 

seventh revolution around $HF=-45°. An a:cial oross-eeation of 
the slit system is given in the upper figure. 

over 5 revolutions will be transformed into a wrenched slice as drawn in 

fig. 6.7. The representation of the second slit, at the seventh revolution, 

is also drawn. As can be seen in this figure, the transparency of the slit 

system, given by the cross-section of the wrenched and the flat slice, has 

a maximum at$ [i.e. in this case -45°J. Moreover, it can be seen that 
0 

particles with coordinates close to the origin will pass the slit system 

independently of their HF-phase angles, resulting in long tails in the 

transmission curve of the slit system. This is schematically given in the 

inset of fig. 6.7. The exact radial position and radial width of the axial 

slits can be determined from fig. 6,8. There the radial positions of the 

central orbits of the first few revolutions in the cyclotron are given as a 

function of the HF-phase angle ~HF' The HF-phase band to be selected is given 
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6.9 Calculated acceptance of a system consisting of 

two a:cial slits in the centre for ~arious HF-phase 

angîes. In this particular case the slits are 
0 each other for ~HF=-34 . 

at 
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by two horizontal lines (dashed). The radial positions of the slits are 

determined by the radius of the central orbit of the second and the seventh 

revolution for , being 35 mm and 65 mm respectively, The radial widths 

of the slits should be adjusted in such a way that, for the HF-phase band to 

be selected, the slits just fit between the previous and the next orbit. The 

first slit exceeds from 26 mm to 45 mm and the second slit from 64 to 72 mm. 

Oue to the lower energy increase per turn particles with more negative phases 

will be cut twice by both slits. Particles with less negative phases will be 

cut twice by both slits only for values near to -45° due to the larger energy 

increase per turn. However, for both higher and lower HF-phase angles, the 

axial boundaries of the slits will not be imaged at each other, as ~ f1so0
• osc 

This strongly reduces the transparency af the twa-slit system far thase phases. 

One has to remark that particles with a HF-phase angle of about -so0 will 

have been ratated over between the two slits. However, they will be cut 

by bath slits at a number of revolutions, yielding a bad transmission through 

bath slits. Moreover, the current distribution far the various HF-phase 

angles is trongly limited by the geometry of the ion source-puller system 

(about total phase widthJ, 

In fig. 6.9 the calculated acceptance of the two-slit system, determined at 

the position of the first slit, is given for different HF-phase angles. The 

acceptances are calculated conform the method used for calculations in the 

beam guiding system (section 2.4.21. The enclosed areas represent the particles 

passing bath slits. More precise calculations show a HP-phase width selection 

of 5° with slit apertures of 1.0 mm. The acceptance area for -34°, as given in 

fig. 6.9, equals about 16 mmmrad and for about 22 mmmrad. The areas 

for HF-phase angles outside the selected phase band equal to about 2 mmmrad 

for bath cases. 

6.4 Ex-perimentaZ resuZts on HF-phase angZe seZeotion 

The experiments described in this section are carried out with the time-of

flight equipment described in section 2.6. The carbon scattering target is 

positioned just behind the exit slit of the 90° óending system, in order to be 

able to measure the time structure of the external beam either with a douóly 

achromatic or with a dispersive setting of the 90° bending system. 
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Radial seleeting sZits 

The time struoture of an external beam of 7 MeV protons is given in fig. 6.10 a. 

The bending system was set for a doubly achromatio transport and no slits 

were used in the cyclotron centre or in the beam guiding system. In this 

picture the number of deteoted particles per time interval is given as a 

~unction of time, i.e. the HF-phase. The HF-phase wid:h between the two markers 

equals 8J
0

• A fine structure of peaks, separated about 4° in phase with res

pect to each other, can be observed. These peaks are ascribed to the phase 

difference between the various revolutions contributing to the external :eam 

:urst (Gordcn-66, Hagedoorn-59). 

In fig. 6.1J b, the time structure of the external beam is given in the case 

of twc radial slits in the cyclotron centre. The first slit is positioned 

at the first revolution and at azimuthal position of 290° (cf. fig. .4], 

the second slit in the image of first slit at the second revolution 

The apertures cf bath slits equal O. mm. Numerioal calculations that 

this slit configura:ion yielos a phase seleotion of about (Schulte-75]. 

As can be observed in the oicture, this is in agreement with experimental 

result. 

There are no experimental data available yet for a configuration of three 

slits. by means of which a final phase selection of less than should be 

obtained. For such a oonfiguration it is necessary that the position of at 

least two slits can ::e remo'.:aly controlled. A new ion source 

construotion with remotely ccntrcllsd slits. 

under 

If slits are situated somawhsre in the beam ~at~. in the cyclotron centra or 

]. 

in the baam guiding system, aften two peaks in the time structure are observed 

wi~h a phase difference of about This is illustrated in fig. 6.10 c and d 

and in fig. 6. ~ ';. Ir, fig. .1 c the same sli t configuration was Dsed as 1:1 

fig. 6.10 b, ~ut t~e dee voltage was increased with 2. In fig. .1 O d 

the deevoltage was increased too with 2.7 %. but morecver azimuthal posit

ion of the second slit was changed from 268° to 276°. In the case of fig. 6.11 

no internal slits are used, but the 90° berding system was set for a dispers

ivs transport. with apertures of 0.5 mm of the entrance and the exit slit, 

yielcing an erergy resolution (AE/Elf h • 2.10- 4 [Sandvik-73], The appearence 
w m 

cf the two peaks can axplai~ed as fellows. The plane at radius 0.48 m, 

where is given in ~ig. 6.12. A certain part of the plane, schema-

tically by the shaded area, wi!! correspond with the highest extraction 
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(a) (b) 

(a) (d) 

Fig. 6.10 Time struature of one buret of the external beam. 

The time between the markers aorresponds with a phase diff erenae 

of 80°. {a): without slits; (b): with two radial elite in the 

ayalotron aentre; (al: same as (bJ, but with 2.? % inareased dee 

voltage; (d): same as (a), but 

wrong azimuthal poeition of the 

second radial slit. 

Fig. 6.11 Same as fig. 6.10 a, 

but with an in energy analysed 
-4 beam,(t.E/E)fwhm= 2.10 • 
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Fig. 6.12 r-pr plane at radius 

0.48 m where vR=l. The highest 

extraction efficiency is obtained 

for particles within the shaded 

area. A variation of the HF-phase 

of about 22° corresponds with a 

variation of the oscilZ.ation 

phase of 360°. 

efficiency. The radial oscillation phase cj)osc is given by: 

cj) 
osc 

m[vR=1) 
f {vR[E)-1}dn 
m=1 

( 6 .3] 

cos ~HF V 

where ~HF is the HF-phase, vR the radial oscillation frequency, E the energy 

and m the number of revolutions. From eq. 6,3 can be calculated that 

6cj) =360° for 6~HF=22°. This implies that the extraction efficiency for osc 
off-centred particles has maxima lying 22° in HF-phase from each other. This 

is in good agreement with the phase difference of 20° between the two peaks 

as observed in fig. 6.10 c and d. One has to remark that a variation of the 

dee voltage yields a beam with coherent oscillations (fig. 6.10 cl and that 

slits in the beam guiding system can select an off-centred part of the 

emittance [fig. 6.11). Furthermore, the change in azimuthal position of the 

second radial slit yields a worse phase selection, as can be observed in 

fig. 6.10 d. 

Axial selecting slits 

The axial slits are located at the second and at the seventh revolution and 

both at an azimuthal position of 330°, resulting in a selected Hf-phase band 

around -45° (cf. section 6.3). From numerical calculations carried out by 

Schulte-75 it follows that, due to the transition time from the exit of the 

ion source to the puller, the maximum beam current lies around -45°. This is 

in agreement with experimentally determined radial positions of the first few 
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meos. time= 90 s 
slitope-rt.;; 24mm 
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7MeV,p : 180 s 

tSmm 
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1MeV,p 300 s 

0.5mm 
?M.V,p 

-<j)HF 

Fig. 6.13 Time stPUature of an external beam burst using 

axial selecting sZite. 

revolutions in the cyclotron. In fig. 6.13 the measured time structure of an 

external beam burst of 7 MeV protons is given for slit apertores of 24, 1 .5 

and 0.5 mm for bath slits. The 90° bending system was set for a doobly achro

matic transport. For slit apertures of 0.5 mm the measored HF-phase wiath 

equals about s0
• 

The calculated acceptance area at the position of the first slit equals about 

12 mmmrad for slit apertures of 0.5 mm. Then the emittance area at extraction 

radius, i.e. aftar about 300 revolutions, will be about 1 mmmrad. Without 

slits the emittance at extraction radius is of the order of 10 mmmrad. Thus, 

taking into account the phase selection of a0 of 35° HF-phase, one may expect 

a total reduction of the external beam current by a factor of 40, which is 

in agreement with experimental results. 

6.5 Axial defleation eyetem 

The axial deflection system in the centra of the cyclotron is used to suppres 

the beam during a required period. The deflection system consists of two 

deflection plates with a radial length of 20 to 30 mm and an azimuthal 'lengt 

of 90° (Krause-74, Schweikert-741. The deflection plates are symmetrically 

positioned above and below the median plane. The plates are mounted on a 

radially movable support. The lower plate is isolated by a ceramic support. 

The upper plate is grounded. The deflection voltage is fed to the plates via 
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6.14 Calaulated motion in the z-z' plane of a partiale 

r;ar7:1-nn on the opticat axis (z=z'=Ol at the position of the 

first axiat stit SI, up to the seaond slit 52 (fat tines in the 

upper graphs). The time relation between th,,e pul-se 

and the revotution number of the is the lower 

A partiale passing Sl at 

time and k an arbitraY"'j 

or•bit in the z-z 1 plane, and thus 

Partic"les f rom other bursts wiU 

from the of both 

is the revolution 

wiZZ desaribe almost a alosed 

wiU also pass slit 52. 

be by 52, as aan be seen 

sUts (shaded areasJ. 

a parallel transmission line of 300 n, having one conductor above and one 

below the rnedian plane. The power pulse amp:ifier is driven by a pulse obtainej 

fron the ~irne-of-flight equipment described in seotion 2.6 (Bently-70 and 

Krause-74). The high vol:age supply is rnanufactured by Hypotronics (2 kV, 

50J m/1). 

The deflection system is used for two purposes: 

11 to pulse the cyclotron beam with a pulse duration of 1 µs up to 10J ms. 

The is used i~ case for atomie physics experirnents '.Coolen-76). 

2) to separate one out of many beam bursts. This application is described in 

t'>is sestion. 
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The deflection plates cover the fourth up to the seventh revolution. The two 

axial phase selecting slits (cf. section 6.3} are mounted on the deflection 

plates. A DC bias voltage of +200 V, applied on the deflection plates, 

entirely suppresses the beam. In order to select one burst, a negative pulse 

with adjustable amplitude and a duration of two times the revolution period Te 

of the particles is AC coupled to the deflection plates. 

The time relatian between the deflection pulse and the revalution number af 

a particle for five cansecutive beam bursts is schematically given in fig. 6.1 

The revolution numbers 4 up to 7, lying between the deflection plates, are 

denoted by dots. From the time relation diagram it follows that the voltage, 

deflecting a particle which passes the first slit S1 at t=kT
0

(where k is an 

arbitrary integer), equals +200 V at the faurth, -140 V at the fifth and sixtt 

and +200 Vat the seventh revolution (fig. 6.14 cJ. The voltages deflecting 

a particle in the previous burst, thus passing the first slit at t=(k-1lT
0

, 

equal +200 V, +200 V, -140 V and -140 V, respectively [fig. 6.14 dl. 

The motion of a particle in the z-z' plane. starting on the optica! axis and 

with ~HF=-45°, caused by the deflection voltages, has been calculated and is 

also given in fig. 6.14 for five consecutive beam bursts. A positive deflectic 

voltage results in a motion in the direction of the positive z'-axis. The 

numbers between the dots on the curves, correspond with the revolution number! 

The small motion along the z'-axis at the third revolution is caused by the 

fringing field of the deflection plates. 

The amplitude of the deflection pulse has been adjusted such that a particle 

passing the first slit at t=kT
0

, just crosses the median plane at the positiar 

af the second slit. Particles in the other bursts with the same starting 

canditians at S1, will be stapped by S2 dus to their axial displacements. 
0 One has to ramark that, for ~HF=-45 , the representation of 51, transformed 

over five revolutions to the pasitian af S2, is ratated over 180° (cf. sectiar 

6.3), As can be observed fram fig. 6.14, this implies that the cross-section 

af the representations af S1 and S2 anly differs from zero for these particle! 

passing S1 at t=kT
0

(fig. 6.14 cl and the selectian of one borst is achieved 
a for $HF=-45 • For other HF-phases the representatian af S1 at the position of 

S2 will be rotated mare or less than 1806 , yielding far large z' values a 

small cross-section of bath slit representatians. Particles with ~HF<-~5° 

may have mare revalutions between the deflectian plates and their axial 

displacement at the position af S2 will be larger, reducing the transmissian 
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(al 

(b) 

[c) 

(d) 

Fig. 6.15 Measured time distribution of 28 beam bursts of the 

externaZ beam, for various of the deflectio~ 

voltage. Due to disturbances on the dee voltage, resuZting 

in a variation of 1 over 300 revolutions, ~wo beam bursts are 

obser-ved f or- a of 300 V • Nevertheîess, each pp 
beam burst is extracted in one 

through the defle:Jtion syste'TI. Partic:es with 

radial slits. 

turn. 

may be cancelled by 
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6.6 P!'elimina:ry results on single turn extraation 

Single turn extraction using radial slits is achieved at various laboratories 

{e.g. Gordon-66, Schweickert-74). In this section some preliminary results 

obtained with single turn extraction using axial phase selecting slits are 

given. 

The axial deflection system, as described in section 6.5, is used to select 

one beam burst per 1.45 µs, i.e. per 28 revolutions. The deflection plates 

used for the first experiments cover the second up to the seventh revolution. 

The two axial slits are positioned at the second and at the seventh revolut

ion, yielding a HF-phase selection around -45° (cf. section 6.3). The axial 

apertures of the slits are 0.5 mm, resulting in a calculated phase band of less 

than 5°. The experiments are carried out with 20 MeV protons. 

An example of the first results is showh in fig. 6.15 for various amplitudes 

of the deflection voltage (Slaats-76]. In the case of fig. 6.15 a, no voltage 

has been applied on the deflection plates, and 28 beam bursts are observed. 

For an amplitude of the deflection pulse of 150 V , only those bursts are 
PP 

present which were between the deflection plates at the time the deflection 

pulse was applied (fig. 6.15 

two beam bursts are observed 

by a 50 Hz ripple on the dee 

b]. For amplitudes of 280 V and 300 pp 
(fig. 6.15 c and dl. These two bursts 

voltage of about 3.10-3, resulting in 

VPP mainly 

are caused 

a difference 

of one revolution on the total number of revolutions in the cyclotron (300J. 

When the time-to-amplitude-converter [TACJ of the time-of-flight equipment is 

gated with a pulse derived from the mains, with a proper phase with respect to 

the 50 Hz ripple and with an duration of about 5 ms, one of the two bursts 

vanishes. Nevertheless, each burst is extracted in one single turn. 

The first experiments show that single turn extraction can be easily obtained 

by optimizing the shape of the def lection pulse and that no mechanical fine 

adjustment of the axial slits or the axial deflection system is required. 

Further it can be expected that the yield of the axial system will be higher, 

resulting in higher external beam currents. 
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CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

1. The beam diagnostic equiprnent has shown to be very convenient, accurate and 

reliable. 

2. The HF-phase angle of the accelerated particles can be measured with an accu-

racy of 0,5° (sampling methodJ or C. (do~ble-balanced mixer methodl for an 

internal beam current of ~O µAi for an internal bearn current of 5J nA the 

accuracies are resp. and ~ 0 • The double-balanced mixer method has shown to 

be an attractive a:ternative for the sampling methcd. 

With the control system the HF-phase angles at five radii in the cyclotron can 

be kept within 1° of the desired values, 

3, A decrease of the extracti:::n efficiency of 0.3 %, due to erroneous parameter 

settings, can be detected, for bearn currents larger than 30 nA. 

With the aid of the control system the extraction efficiency can be kapt 

within 1 % of the maximum value. 

4. The position and width o~ external beam can be measured with an accuracy 

af 0.2 mm, far beam currents larger than 30 nA. The emittance cf the external 

team can be determined at a number of locations in the beam guiding system with 

an accuracy of abcut 5 %. 

The :ontrol loop for the external beam position is not yet clcsed. Manually 

performed correction of the parameter settings involved have already shown 

that this control loop will cause no pro~lems (Schutte-73a]. 

By means of the intermittent NMR contrcil equipment the magnetic induction of 

the twc 45° bending magnets is stabilized better than 1: 1 • The system has 

shcwn t: be essential for energy distribution measurements af the external beam. 

5. Single turn extracticn could be easily obtained with axial phase selec~ing 

slits together with ~he axial deflection syst~m. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix the normal station used for the automatic control of 

the cyclotron , are briefly reviewed. 

Interrupt register (N=l) * 
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The interrupt register [Borer, type 1051) continuously supervises the 

logical state of 24 so-called alarm lines. An alarm line may correspond e.g. 

with the presence of the dee voltage, the extractor voltage or with the 

pressure in the vacuum chamber being higher or lower than a certain value. 

When the CAMAC crate is initialized, the logical state of the 24 alarm lines 

is sensed and stored in a so-called Current State Register [CSRJ. As soon 

as the logical state of one or more of the alarm lines changes, e.g. 

because the dee voltage has dropped down, a difference arises with respect 

to the CSR. Then the proper bits are set in a so-called State Change Register 

(SCR) and a Look-At-Me (LAM) is generated, causing a program interrupt of 

the computer. The contents of the SCR are read and the proper action, 

derived from the bit pattern, is carried out. When the SCR is read, the 

new actual logical states of the alarm lines are automatically stored in 

the CSR. As soon as the alarm condition is removed, the procedure described 

repeats. 

Four channel Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) (N=2 to N=BJ 

The four channel Time-to-Digital Converters (TDC's) are used to digitize 

the interval times of the pulse trains from the beam scanners described in 

section 2.4. The width of the external cyclotron beam is proportional to the 

pulse duration c , and the beam position is proportional to the difference 
1 

of the interval times ' and c [cf. fig. 2.6]. 
2 3 

* Normal station address. 
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The description of the TDC's has been published in Nuclear Instruments and 

Methods (Van Heusden-75bJ. 

In the TDC a clock pulse train is gated during the time which has to be 

measured [t , t and t ]. The number of clock pulses passed through the gate 
l 2 3 

represents the time to be measured in units of the repetition time of the 

clock pulses (100 µsJ. When an up/down counter is used to count the number 

of pulses, the difference between two interval times can be measured. 

A reference signal that determines wether the counter must count up or count 

down, is obtained from an oscillator which drives all beam scanners syn

chronously. 

The up/down counter used is a General Instruments 'Four Digits Display Driver' 

(F03l type AY-5-40070, schematically given in fig. A-1. Only the up/down 

counter and the storage shift register of this Integrated Circuit are used. 

The number of connections and gates between the four TDC channels and the 

dataway of the crate can be reduced considerably by using the serial output 

[4x1 gate instead of 4x16 gates), The disadvantage of the relatively slow 

serial read out (16x3 µs) can be eliminated by addressing four normal stations 

simultaneously via the Station Number Register (SNRJ in the crate controller 

CEUR4600]. In this case each normal station occupies its own group of four 

bits within a 16-bits data word (fig. A-1). The 16 serial data words have to 

be converted into 16 parallel data words by software. 

A black diagram of the TDC is given in fig. A-2. The reference signal (fig. 

A-3 al, determining wether the scanner needle is moving from the left (up) 

to the right [down) or in the opposite direction, and the input pulse train 

(fig. A-3 b) from the beam scanner together establish a correct timing of 

the count up/count down command: the reference signal is sampled by a D-type 

flip flop at every positive going edge of its clock pulse (fig. A-3 cl. 

If the position of the beam is to be measured, this synchronized reference 

signal is fed to the up/down command input of the FD3, If the width of the 

beam is to be measured, the synchronized reference signal is gated off in 

such a way that the counter always counts up. 

The input pulse train is also fed to the count input of the F03 via an 

EXCLUSIVE OR gate and thereafter mixed with the clock pulse train. The EXCLUS

IVE OR gate does (fig. A-3 eJ or does not (fig. A-3 f) complement the input 

pulse train, depending on wether the width or the position has to be measured, 

The synchronized reference signal is also counted in a four bit binary 
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counter. After each overflow of the counter, corresponding with 16 position 

and 32 width measurements. a one-shot is triggered. Then the contents of the 

up/down counter are transfered to the storage shift register (fig. A-1). 

Aftar a delay of 10 µs a second one-shot is triggered, which resets the 

up/down counter and sets a local Look-At-Me (LLAMJ flip flop. This flip flop 

disables the transfer input of the storage shift register to protect the 

just stored data. The flip flop does not prevent the start of a new 

measuring cycle. If all four local Look-At-Me's are set, a LAM is generated 

on the L-line of the dataway to interrupt the computer. 

The contents of the four storage shift registers can be read as 16 words of 

4 bits by generating 16 consecutive A(OJ.F(OJ commands. 

At strobe S1 (EUR4100) the four bits are read into the computer and at 

strobe S2 the registers are shifted one bit position. If all bits are read, 

The local LAM's, and thus the LAM, has to be reset by the command A(OJ.F(10], 

Now the transfer input CXFERJ of the FD3 is enabled again. 

If a channel is defect or not used, the local LAM involved can be forced 

in the TRUE state by a front-panel switch. 
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Converter a:nd Mul tip lexers 

All analogue signals are fed via two 15 channels relay Multiplexers [Borer, 

type 1701] toa dual slope Analogue-to-Digital Converter (Borer, type 1241). 

The integration time of the ADC is 20 ms, in order te suppress 50 Hz dis

turbances. The conversion range can be set cy the software from ±20 mV to 

±1C v. The mode of cperation between the multiplexers and the ADC is given 

in fig. A-4. The ccnversion of a black of data is started by loading the 

first channel number in the Channel Number Register (C~R) of the proper 

multiplexer. The ~ultiplexer then asserts during 4 ms the WAIT/CONVERT line 

Qetween the multiplexers and the ADC. During this time, the relays can 

settle and the proper channel will be connected to the input of the ADC. 

Thereafter, the ADC starts the first conversion an: after completion, it 

gererates a LAM. The contente o~ the output register of the AOC are read 

by the service routine of the the ADC generates a SCAN+1 pulse, 

which causes an increment of the contents of the CNR and the WAIT/CONVERT 

line is again asserted for 4 ms. The procedure repea~s for the next convers

ions. The ncJmber of conversions is determined by sof;:ware. 

set ADC range 

set begin ch<lnnel 

wait/convert 

LAM 

read AOC 

Fig. A-4 diagram of a bloak aonversion of 

the ADC in conjunction with a 
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A-4 Dataway Display (N=17) 

The Dataway Display (Borer, type 1801) is used to check the proper opsrat

ion of the total systsm each second. With the function code F=25 a LAM is 

generatsd by the Oataway Display. If the interrupt is received correctly, 

alternately the data word 00000000 and 77777777 are sent to and are stored 
8 8 

in the Dataway Display. Thereafter the data word are read back by the 

computer and checked if no bits are lost. Thus the interrupt mechanism, the 

Read and the Write linea ars tested on their proper functioning. 

A-5 Stepping motor ControZ (N=20} and Out;put Gate (N=19) 

The corrections on the parameter settings are controlled by 10-turns 

potentiometers coupled with stepping motors (Philips, type PD12J. The 

stepping motors are driven by pulses fed to the steering electronics and 

by a left/right level, determining the direction of rotation. The number of 

pulsss and the left/right level are generated by a stepping motor control 

unit (Borer, type 1161). One revolution of the stepping motor corresponds 

with 96 pulses (thus step angle = 3° 45 ], One out of 30 stepping motors 

can be addressed at the same time by an output gate (SEN, type 20R 2008]. 

A-6 16/24 Bits Converter (N=23) 

Most commercially available Normal Stations have a word length of 16 bits. 

Therefore, our CAMAC-interface and Branch Driver (cf. section 3.1.3) has 

also been designed for 16 bits word length. However, the PDP-9 and CAMAC 

have word lengths of resp. 18 and 24 bits. 

To transfer 24 bits words, a 16/24 bits converter has been developed. The 

black schema is given in fig. A-5. The 24 bits data words are transferred 

in two words: one word containing the lower two bytes (bit 1:161 and ons 

word containing the upper byte (bit 17:24). In the case of a write transfer 

firstly the upper byte is written into the write buffer of the 16/24 bits 

converter via the write lines W1 :W8 (f16.FB.Nl. Secondly the lower two 

bytes are written to the proper normal station in the standard way. During 

the latter operation the converter recognizes a write operation while it 

is not addressed CF16.F8.N). Then the converter shifts the upper byte, 
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A-5 Block schema of the 16/24 bits converter. 
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contained in the write buffer, to the write lines W17:W24, thus ccmpleting 

the 24 bits data transfer to the normal station involved. 

A read transfer of 24 bits data wcrds is quite similar. 

A- 7 Nuc Zear ADC 

The nuclear ADC [Nuclear Enterprises, type 9060] digitizes pulse heights 

from 20 mV to 5 V into \•JOrds of 8 bits (,.,6 c>annelsl to 12 bits (4096 

cnannels]. The word length, the gain (mV/channell, the digital back bias 

and the coincidence modes are set by software. The ADC is used for the 

measurements concerning the time structure of the external beam [chapter 6]. 

A-8 Nlisceltaneous normaZ stations 

- The Teletype interface (Nuclear Enterprises, type 7061-1) is connected 

with Computek Alphanumeric and Graphic Terminal. Via this terminal the 

oommands concerning the control actions are given and measurements and 

control actions can be shcwn graphicelly. 
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The Clock unit (nuclear Enterprises, type 7018-1] is mainly used in 

conjunction with the TOC's (section A-2), to deliver the 100 µs clock 

pulses. The clock can deliver pulses of 500 ns duration and with interval 

times from 1µs to 1 s in decade steps. 

- The Branch Highway Extender (GEC-ELLIOT, type DBE 6501) converts the 

single ended branch highway (max. length is 20 ml into a differential 

branch highway (max. length is 2000 ml. The actual extended length is 

about 30 m. 

- The crate controller is a standard type A-1 controller (Borer, type 1502) 

which controls the data transports in the crate. 

A 
ATFF 
BO 
BRW 
BTA 
BTB 
c 
CD 
CRW 
CTA 
CTS 
DISBD 
ENBD 
F 
I 
N 
PI 
R 
RWFF 
SAFF 
SATFF 
SRFF 
SWFF 
51 
S2 
w 
L 
z 

Table A-1 CAMAC and CAMAC-reZated terms 

Subaddress within a normal station (A1,A2,A4,A8l 
Address Transfer Flip Flop 
Branch Demand 
Branch Read/Write lines (BRW1 - BRW24) 
Branch Timing strobe A J . 
Branch Timing strobe 8 perform handshake timing 
Crate number (C1 C7J or Clear Crate line 
CAMAC Demand caused by a BO 
CAMAC Read/Write lines (CRW1 CRW16) 
CAMAC Timing strobe A 
CAMAC Timing strobe B 
Disable Branch Demand (IDT5262) 
Enable Branch Demand (IOT5261l 
Function code [F1,F2,F4,F8,F16] 
Inhibit Crate 
Normal station number (N1 - N23l 
Program Interrupt 
Dataway Read lines (R1 - R24l 
Read/Write Flip Flop 
Set Address Flip Flop (IOT5241l 
Set Address Transfer CIDT5245) 
Set Raad Flip Flop [IOT52421 
Set Write Flip Flop reset Read Flip Flop CIOT5244) 
Dataway timing strobe 1 
Dataway timing strobe 2 
Dataway Write lines (W1 - W24l 
Look At Me (L1 - L23) 
CAMAC Initialize 
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SUMMARY 

In this thesis the design and the results are descri:Jed of the computerized 

control system of the Eindhoven AVF cyclotron and the beam guiding system. 

In behalf of the oontrol system a number of beam properties is measured 

continuously and without (obstrusive] interception of the cyclotron bearn. The 

relations between the bearn properties and the parameter settings involved are 

measured automatically by use of the computer. For beam properties which have 

to be stabilized at a certain value, these relations are linearized. For bearr 

properties which have to be optimized the relations are taken auadratic around 

the optimum. Then the relations between the first derivatives with respect to 

the parameter settings and the parameter settings itself are linear all having 

zero as the desired value. 

The corrections of the parameter settings are determineè from the differencas 

between the beam properties measureo and their desired values by applying 

simple matrix calculus. 

The feasibility c~ a computer controlled operation of a cyclotron is briefly 

discussed in chapter 1. Especially when slits selecta part o~ the cyclotron 

bearn the parameter settings beccme critical and the control systern can be 

essential. 

The beam diagnostic equipment is rev:!.ewed in chapter • At 13 radii in the 

cyclotron fase probes are installed to rneasure the HF-phase ang:e of the accele

rated particles. At an internal beam current of 10 µA the accuracy is, depend

ing on the method used, 0.5° or 0.06°1 at an internel current of 50 nA the 

accuracy is 9° 1° respeotively. At an external beam ourrent of more than 

3C nA a decrease of the extracticn efficiency, dus to errcneous parameter 

settings, still car be measured. The accuracy of tre determination of the 

positicn and width of the external beem equals 0.2 mm for beam ourrents :arger 

than 30 nA. The emittarice of the external beam oari be determined a: a numbe:: 

of locaticns in the bearn guiding system witn an acc~raoy about 5 %. 
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In chapter 3 we describe the data handling system, consisting af a CAMAC syste1 

and a PDP-9 computer. The caupling between the CAMAC system and the PDP-9 is 

briefly discussed. Further, the software performing the various cantral tasks 

is given. 

The cantrol schemes used are given in chapter 4. A geametrical treatment of 

the least squares method is given. Then a gaad inside can be obtained concerni1 

the control parameters to be used. 

In chapter 5 the results of the control system are given. The HF-phase angle 

of the accelerated particles can be kapt within 1° of the desired value at 

all radii. The extraction efficiency can be kapt within 1 % of the maximum 

value. 

In chapter 6 preliminary results are given on HF-phase selectian, using radial 

and axial selecting slits. Further an axial deflectian system is described 

which selects one out of 28 beam pulses. The axial phase selecting slits, 

together with the deflection system, are used to obtain single turn extraction 
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SAMENVATTING 

In dit proefschrift warden het ontwerp en de resultaten beschrever van het 

door een computer gestuurd regelsysteem van het Eindhovense AVF-cyclotron 

en het bundelgeleidingssysteem. 

Ten behoeve van deze regeling wordt een aantal bundeleigenschappen continu en 

zonder (ernstige] beînvloeding van de cyclotronbundel gemeten. De verbanden 

tussen deze bundeleigenschappen en een aantal parameterinstellingen kunnen met 

behulp var de computer automatisch worden gemeten. Voor bundeleigenschappen 

die naar een voorgescnreven 1-1aaroe tee moeten worden geregeld, zijn deze ver

banden gelineariseerd. Voor bundeleigenschappen die moeten worden geoptirnali-

seerd, zijn deze verbanden rondom optimum kwadratisch verondersteld. Dan 

zijn de verbanden tussen de eerste afgeleiden van die bundeleigenschappen naar 

de parameterinstellingen en de parameterinstellirgen zelf lineair met in alle 

gevallen nul als voorgeschreve waarde. 

De correcties van de parameter~rstel!ingen kunnen dan met behulp van eenvoudige 

matrixberekeningen werden bepaald uit de verschillen tussen de gemeten bundel

eigenschappen en hun voorgeschreven waarden. 

Je wenselijkheid en de mogelijkheden van een door een computer gestuurde rege~ing 

van een cyclotrcrn vormen het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 1. Voc;ral indi.en spleten 

een deel van de cyclotronbundel selecteren zijn de parameterinste:lingen 

kritisch en kan een regeling noodzakelijk zijn. 

Een overzicht van de bundeldiagnostische meetapparatuur komt in hocfdstuk 2 aan 

de orde. Op 13 verschillende stralen in het cyclotron bevinden zich fasesondes 

voor het meten van de HF-fasehoek van de versnelde deeltjes. Bij een interne 

bundelstroom van 1C µA bedraagt de meetnauwkeurigheid, afhankelijk van de 

gebruikte methode, 0.5° of 0.06°1 bij een bundelstroom van 50 nA resp. 9c en 1°. 

Bij een bwndelstroom van 30 nA en meer is een afname van de extractie-efficiency 

van D.3 %, als gevolg van foute parameterinstellingen, nog te meten. De nauw

keurigheid van de bepaling van de breedte en de positie van de externe bundel is, 

bundelstromen groter dan 30 nA, ongeveer 0.2 mm. emittantie van de externe 
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bundel kan op meerdere plaatsen in het bundelgeleidingssysteem worden bepaald. 

De nauwkeurigheid bedraagt ongeveer 5 %. 

In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we ilet dataverwerkingssysteem, bestaande uit een 

CAMAC-systeem en een PDP-9. computer. Het CAMAC-systeem en de koppeling tussen 

CAMAC en de PDP-9 worden kort behandeld. Verder gaan we in op de programma

tuur die de besturing verzorgt van de verschillende uit te voeren taken. 

De gevolgde regelstrategieën vormen het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 4. Daarbij wordt 

een meetkundige behandeling gegeven van de kleinste-kwadraten-methode. We kunnen 

dan op verschillende wijzen een inzicht krijgen in de te kiezen regelparameters. 

De resultaten die verkregen zijn met de verschillende deelregelingen komen in 

hoofdstuk 5 aan de orde. De HF-fasehoek van de versnelde deeltjes kan binnen 

1° op de gewenste waarde worden gebracht en gehouden. De extractie-efficiency 

kan binnen 1 % op de maximale waarde worden gestabiliseerd. Verder gaan we in 

dit hoofdstuk nader in op de invloed van niet in de regeling opgenomen parame

terinstellingen op de geregelde bundeleigenschappen. 

In hoofdstuk 6 staan de eerste voorlopige resultaten betreffende faseselecterend1 

spleten die in het centrum van het cyclotron zijn geplaatst. Met behulp van een 

eveneens in dit hoofdstuk beschreven axiaal deflectiesysteem en de axiaal selec

terende spleten werd 'single turn'-extractie verkregen. 
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NAWOORD 

Het project 'Automatisering van het cyclotron' is gestart in augustus 196S. 

In ait proefsohrift wordt de voortgang van het project beschreven over de 

periode augustus 1972 maart 1976. 

Tijdens deze periode studeerden de volgende personen af op verschillende 

deelonderwerpen: W.H. Backer, L.R. Opbroek, W.M. Schulte, R.H.M. Reumers, 

J,G.I.M. Halders en P.P.M. Kooy, Op dit moment rondt J,H,A.M.M. Slaats zijn 

afstudeerwerk a~ en is J,N.G.M. Borneman nog bezig met zijn afstudeerwerk. 

Stages zijn verricht door: A.T, Smits, H.J.H. Maessen, R.H.M. Reumers, J.G.I.M. 

Ha:ders, P.P.M. Kooy, f, Maas, J.H.A.M.M. Slaats en J.~J.G.M. Borneman. 

Tot januari 1974 verleende O.M.J. Kroonenherg technische medewerking. 

In genoemde periode was de cyclotronbuncel ruim LGOO uur ter beschikking van 

de experimentatoren. Ongeveer 17 % van deze tijd is gebruikt voer het automati

serirgsproject. De PDP-9 was ongeveer 3000 uur in gebruik voor programmaont

wikkeling, regeling van het cyclotron en voor berekeningen aan het bundeltrans

port naar de experimenteerplaatsen. Aan kapitaalsdienst is ~f 150 en aan 

gewonedienst is kf 120 ~itgegeven. 

De cyclotron bedrijfsgroep, bestaande uit ir. W. van Genderen, G.J.S.M. van 

Hirtum (vanaf december 1974), F.C. van Nijmweegen (tot september 1974], 

A. e, R. Queens (vanaf februari 1975], N. van Sohaik (tot maart 1975] en 

e.c. Soethout, heeft steeds weer gezorgd voor een goed werkend cyclotron. 

Aan allen die op enigerlij wijze hebben bijgedragen aan de tot stand koming 

van dit proefschrif~ komt mijn hartelijke dank toe. 
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STELLINGEN 

Een aantal eigenschappen van de bundel van een A.V.F. cyclotron en de 

verbanden tussen deze eigenschappen en de van belang zijnde parameter

instellingen, kunnen nauwkeurig en betrouwbaar worden gemeten. 

Hierdoor is het mogelijk, met behulp van een door een computer gestuurde 

regeling, deze bundeleigenschappen binnen voldoend nauwe grenzen op 

gewenste waarden te stabilizeren. 

Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 5. 

Met behulp van twee, in het centrum van het cyclotron geplaatste, axiaal 

selecterende spleten en een, eveneens in het centrum geplaatst, axiaal 

deflectiesysteem, is het op relatief eenvoudige wijze mogelijk die deeltjes 

te selecteren die de ionenbron gedurende een zelfde periode van de versnel

spanning hebben verlaten en die allen na een gelijk aantal omlopen in het 

cyclotron zullen worden geextraheerd. 

Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 6. 

Het verschil in bedieningswijze tussen een conventionele regeling en een 

door een computer gestuurde regeling van een complex systeem, dient ten 

aanzien van analoge instellingen en uitlezingen, zo gering mogelijk te zijn. 

Een teletype is dan ook minder geschikt voor dit doel. 

De mogelijkheden voor multi-diciplinair onderzoek met behulp van deeltjes

versnellers dienen nog meer te worden benut dan nu reeds het geval is. 

Proceedings of the VII International Conference on Cyclotrons 

and their Applications, Session f; Appliaations of Cyalotrons 

in Biology and Mediaine. 



5. Aanvragen voor grote kapitaalsinvesteringen, bijv. ten behoeve van nieuwe 

deeltjes versnellers, dienen mede te worden beoordeeld op grond van de 

verdeling van de potentiele gebruikers over de verschillende wetenschappelijke 

diciplines. 

6. Het opgeven van fysische grootheden in meer decimalen dan de meetnauw

keurigheden rechtvaardigen, kan, vooral in tussen- en eindresultaten van 

schattingen, zinvoller zijn dan op de eerste jaars practica wordt geleerd. 

7. Het verdient aanbeveling een aantal in Nederland als verenigingsorgaan 

uitgegeven natuurwetenschappelijke tijdschriften te combineren tot één 

tijdschrift. 

8. De voor een experiment aan apparatuur gestelde eisen, op grond waarvan tot 

zelfbouw wordt besloten, dienen vooral ten aanzien van betrouwbaarheid en 

benodigde man-uren, kritisch te worden beoordeeld. 

9. Het uitlokken van verkeersovertredingen door het overbodig plaatsen of 

onnodig laten staan van verkeersborden bij werkzaamheden aan de openbare 

wegen, is even afkeurenswaardig als het negeren van deze verkeersborden. 

10. Het schrijven van een computerprogramma in machinetaal leert men ~f in een 

paar weken àf nooit. 

G.C.L. van Heusden Eindhoven, 

4 juni 1976 


